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The goal of this study was to optimize a through-boring pattern that will

provide adequate preservative penetration while minimizing the reduction in

overall pole bending strength. Hole spacing was developed using longitudinal

and transverse chemical penetration data from previous studies. Finite-

element analysis was used as a preliminary assessment tool to examine the

effects of hole size, hole spacing, and loading direction on the peak stresses in

a through-bored pole section.

The through boring pattern was a replicated staggered pattern with 5-in.

longitudinal spacing and 1-1/2 in. transverse spacing, and 2-in minimum clear

edge distance. The holes were parallel to each other and perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the pole. The hole pattern and was applied to the poles in

a zone 36 in. to +24 in. from the groundline. Through-bored poles were

tested in a modified 4-point bending test to assess the effect of hole size on

the bending strength of the lower half of the pole. The experimental design

was a completely randomized design with 140 poles assigned to five treatment

groups of four different hole sizes (1/4-in., 1/2-in., 3/4-in, and 1-in.) and a

control group. Douglas-fir poles, green and untreated, were the experimental

units for the study. The class 4, 40-ft poles were cross-cut into two parts: the

top 20-ft section was set aside for another study while the butt ends with the
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through-bore treatments were tested. The pole was oriented for testing so that

the load was applied perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the drilled holes.

The poles were ramp-loaded until failure in a modified 4-point bending

test method to simulate the stresses on a utility pole embedded in soil. This

setup facilitated an examination of the critical, through-boring effects on the

pole and included stresses below the groundline.

Average mean bending strengths of the five different groups showed a

highly linear trend with small decreases in mean bending strength with hole

size increases. The 1/4-in, and 1/2-in, hole groups had bending strengths not

significantly different than those of the control group at the 5-percent

significance level. This suggests that the smaller holes did not significantly

affect the overall bending strength of the poles. However, the presence and

size of holes did affect the variation in bending strengths among hole-size

treatments. The control group, whose strength was largely dependent on

knots and other strength reducing defects, had a coefficient of variation of 18

percent while the four hole treatment groups had coefficients of variation

between 11 percent and 13 percent.

The lower variability of the hole treatment groups may have a positive

influence on bending strength design values if pole design values were based

on the 5-percent parametric tolerance limit (PTL). When the PTL of the

treatments with holes are compared to the control group, all treatment groups

but that with the largest holes had higher PTL values than the controls. This

could result in potentially higher design values even though the trend of lower

mean strengths existed for poles with larger holes.

In general, the results showed that through-boring using holes less

than or equal to 1/2-in, does not negatively affect pole bending strength when

used in the specified pattern.
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Establishing a Through-boring Pattern and Method of Test for Utility Poles

General Introduction

It is estimated that there are 160 to 180 million wood utility poles in

service in the United States (Mankowski et al. 2002). Clearly, wood utility

poles are an important asset to the companies that own them, and at the same

time, represent a significant use of the forest resource. If properly maintained,

poles are estimated to have a life span of 50 years or more (Mankowski et al.

2002). One prevalent problem in thin-sapwood species with nondurable

heartwood is internal decay. This damage can be arrested in service, but it is

more efficient to improve the quality of the original treatment than to mitigate

in-service decay.

Improvements to preservative penetration can be accomplished through

several different mechanical treatments that are applied to the pole prior to

going into service, Incising, radial drilling and through-boring are the most

common means of improving preservative penetration in utility poles (Morrell

1991). Of these, only through-boring affords 100 percent chemical coverage

throughout the pole cross-section. The practice of through-boring is a well-

established method for improving preservative treatment at the groundline to

protect the pole against decay yet the effects on pole performance, if any, on

the bending strength of the pole are poorly described. Recently, several in-

service poles failed unpredictably. Visual inspection of the salvaged parts

showed the failure involved some through-bored poles.

Pole size affects the location of maximum stress, which is a function of

pole height and pole taper (Figure 1). Smaller poles tend to fail at the

groundline because that is the position of maximum stress, as where taller

poles have the high-stress section above the groundline. For example, a 70-ft



pole may have a maximum stress 30-ft above the groundline. From the recent

pole failures, a few taller poles failed at the groundline, not the predicted

failure location based on the stress profile. Through-boring is typically applied

at the groundline zone and it was hypothesized that the though-boring is

weakening the pole sufficiently to cause the failure location to occur at the

groundline even for larger poles. More data was needed to determine if

through-boring was the cause for failures such as these.
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Figure 1. Stress profile in tapered poles of various heights.

Utilities were slow to adopt the practice of through-boring because of

the uncertainty surrounding the possible effect on pole strength. However, the

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) adopted the practice and has been

specifying through-boring since 1966 (Newbill, 1997) to extend the service life

of their Douglas-fir poles. The BPA found that through-boring successfully

reduced groundline decay in the poles and increased life expectancy. In

1997, the agency reported that of almost 23,000 through-bored poles, 98

percent remained in service after 30 years. This is in comparison to another

BPA line of non-through-bored poles where only 47 percent remained in

6864
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service after 37 years even with supplemental field treatments to prevent

further decay losses.

The current standard that governs wood utility pole specifications is the

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 05.1 (2002). The standard

establishes pole classifications based on minimum circumferences and

lengths. It also designates minimum bending fiber stress values for poles. The

standard currently includes limits on the presence of strength reducing

characteristics, such as knots and shakes, as well as adjustment factors for

size, geometric form, moisture content, preservative treatment, and load

sharing. Through-boring is not currently addressed in the standard because

the knowledge base surrounding the practice is not adequate.

The goals of this research were to provide a greater depth of

understanding as to through-boring effects on utility pole strength and to

develop a through-boring pattern that minimizes strength effects while

ensuring adequate treatment. These goals were accomplished through the

following research actions:

Assess prior through-boring tests to establish current state-of-the-art.

Use finite-element modeling to assess maximum stresses over a range

of hole spacings and sizes as well as the direction of applied load.

Generate a test pattern from the current knowledge and preservative

penetration studies.

Test the pattern on full-size poles to obtain reliable strength reduction

data.

SCOPE OF CURRENT STUDY

The development of a through-boring pattern requires consideration of

chemical transport in the wood structure as well as the mechanical effects of

the pole performance. This thesis uses information on preservative

penetration that was developed by the Oregon State University Utility Pole
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Cooperative so that the focus is on the effect of the through-boring treatment

on pole mechanics. A preferred through-boring pattern was devised based on

transverse and longitudinal penetration of treatment chemicals. The

investigation required the use of numerical analysis tools, development of a

full-scale test method, and finally, the design and conduct of an appropriate

experiment complete with statistically based inferences.

Linear elastic, finite-element analysis (FEA) showed hole orientation

with respect to load direction and edge distance are critical parameters for

through-boring patterns. The FEA results exhibited some variation of stress

intensities around different hole diameters due to alternative meshing patterns.

Thus, stress distributions were analyzed as affected by hole size and meshing

strategy. Detailed results from FEA are given in Appendix A.

An experiment was designed as a completely randomized experiment

with hole size as the source of variation (no hole, 1/4-in., 1/2-in., 3/4-in., and 1-

in.) and with 28 replicates of each treatment. The effect of hole size on the

bending strength of the lower half of the pole is evaluated in Chapter 3. The

complete test data are compiled in Appendix F.

A test method was needed to assess the effect of groundline treatments

on pole bending strength. The test method developed to address the issues

critical to this study is described in Chapter 4. The paper argues that poles

should be tested with a bending moment distribution that simulates the in-use

condition, especially when performance of the pole may be governed by the

groundline treatment. The test method described and demonstrated seeks

improvement in accuracy of being strength prediction, reproducibility, and

laboratory safety. The test method designed and fabricated for this study is

detailed in Appendix B.

General conclusions are given in Chapter 5.



Literature Review

POLE MECHANICS

Loading of poles in-service is highly variable because of the complex

interaction of loads and the numerous different configurations of hardware

attached to each pole. For purposes of testing, these loads are examined to

determine the most appropriate type of testing mechanism.

The National Electric Safety Code (NESC) (ANSI 2001) sets forth

prescribed loading conditions. For 40-ft distribution poles, the critical loading

condition typically is wind in combination with ice. Comparing actual versus

allowable stresses in a typical pole, the compressive stress from the dead

loads are proportionately much smaller than the bending stresses due to wind

and eccentric dead loads (Appendix L).

Poles, because of their taper, have stress distributions that deviate from

prismatic cantilevered beams. For distribution poles, the maximum stress

section is typically near the groundline, where as for larger transmission poles,

the maximum stress section is further up the pole. This statement assumes a

rigid boundary condition at the groundline. Current pole design methods do

not incorporate the foundation mechanics related to pole embedment. ANSI

05.1 (2002) sets the embedment depth for poles as a function of pole height.

When the soil pressures are included, the location of the maximum moment is

repositioned. The ways in which the pole interacts with the soil are complex,

and there are many variables such as changes in loading, depth of the

embedment, taper of the pole, and soil type and compaction that make an

exact stress profile unknown. As a result, estimates of stress profiles are

usually made with simplifying assumptions. For a free-head flexible pile, it is

estimated that maximum moment occurs at some depth below the groundline



Figure 2. Assessment of true bending moment for an embedded pole
proposed by Crews et al. (2004).

THROUGH-BORING RESEARCH

Despite decades of commercial use, few tests have been performed to

assess the effects of through-boring on pole strength. In 1959, Portland

General Electric (PGE) introduced the "Merz Method" for through-boring poles

(Merz 1959). This method developed a pattern for through-boring that was

6

(Sadek and Freiha 2004). Crews et al. (2004) in their development of a wood

pole test method similarly estimated that for wood utility poles, the maximum

moment occurs below the groundline (Figure 2).



estimated to reduce pole bending strength by less than 10-percent, with a

worst-case 13-percent reduction (Figure 3). These predictions were

developed using simple section modulus calculations to account for the

removed material.

Two years later, POE performed ground-embedded tests on forty-two,

40-ft long, Class 4, Douglas-fir utility poles (Brown and Davidson 1961). The

poles were divided into seven groups for the test with six poles in each group.

The first two groups were unbored poles, one group with chemical treatment

and one as green, untreated poles; the other three groups were treated and

through-bored in the Merz or modified Merz patterns, all with 7/1 6-in. diameter

holes; and the last two groups were treated and radial drilled in two different

patterns, both with 1/4-in, holes.

AU. BORES iiSØ

GROONO LINE

T

5 SLOPE TO
AU. BORES

.N.. lI HhI__A & -

Figure 3. Merz through-boring pattern (Brown and Davidson 1961).

Results from the POE tests showed that breaking strengths were

reduced by less than 10 percent for all three through-bored groups when

compared to the control group. The original Merz pattern (Figure 3) produced

7
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the least strength loss among the various patterns tested. The two groups of

radial drilled poles were significantly weaker than the through-bored poles with

mean bending strengths approximately 25 percent lower than the control

group. All poles failed at or near the groundline, which is the typical failure

zone for a pole of this size and length.

The radial pattern had a slightly lower reduction in section modulus,

less than 3 percent, than the Merz through-bore pattern. If section modulus

alone is a good indicator of strength, then radial drilled poles would have an

equivalent or a slightly higher strength than through-bored poles. In fact, just

the opposite was true. The strength tests showed that the radial pattern had

nearly 20 percent lower average strengths than Merz through-bored poles.

Clearly, other factors influenced strength besides the amount of material

removed.

Only a few other studies examined the effect of through-boring on pole

bending strength. The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) tested two

poles in a set-up very similar to the ground-embedded tests done previously

by PGE, although the type of poles selected for testing was quite different

(Grassel 1969). The poles in this test were 75-ft long, Class 2, Douglas-fir

poles that were chosen from the "worst of the lot", with checks, knots and

spiral grain. As there was no control group for these tests, the strength was

compared to the minimum current American Standards Association (ASA)

standards (1963). The breaking strength was found to be approximately 10

percent below the minimum allowable strength. These results are not

unexpected since the flawed poles would be predicted to be under-strength as

a result of the many growth and drying defects. In contrast to the PGE tests,

BPA noted that failure occurred well above the groundline in both poles, which

was expected from the stress distribution in larger, tapered poles.

The Oregon State Forest Research Laboratory (FRL) conducted a

study that examined through-boring as well as other mechanical treatment
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practices (Graham et al. 1969). The FRL tested 84, 15-ft long, pole sections

taken from 28 treated, Coastal Douglas-fir poles. The sections were tested in

a 3-point loading test set-up with the load applied at the midpoint of a 15-ft

section. The tests showed that bending strength of through-bored poles was

reduced over 20 percent when compared to the controls, and that loading

parallel or perpendicular to the holes did not influence the strength.

Many variables in the 1969 FRL study cloud the inferences from the

study. The test was completed in two, separate groups at varying moisture

contents below the fiber saturation point (FSP) (the point where the cell walls

in wood are saturated with bound water but there is no free water). Many

mechanical properties are affected by changes in moisture content but these

properties stay constant above the FSP. Secondly, the 45-ft poles were cut

into 15-ft lengths. The control sections were always taken from the middle

portion and the top and bottom sections were drilled or perforated in a 3-ft

central section. The results did not account for potential size effects or the

effect of tree height that may have also influenced the bending strengths due

to the presence of juvenile wood. Finally, the results, especially for the first

series, were based on a small number of samples. The first series had four

specimens in each treatment group with twice as many control samples.

These test procedures made it difficult to draw direct comparisons with other

tests.

In 1994, BPA again tested the effect of through-boring on strength

(Newbill et al. 1999). Ten, 60-ft long, Class 2, Douglas-fir poles were selected

for study with the standard through-boring pattern used by BPA and PGE at

that time. The poles were bored along their entire length instead of at the top

and groundline alone and tested with the standard ASTM cantilever method.

The pattern was less invasive than the former Merz pattern, with smaller

diameter holes and wider spacing between borings, vertically and horizontally.

The study also examined preservative penetration and found it to be adequate
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despite the less aggressive boring pattern. No control poles were tested, so

breaking strengths were again compared to current minimum standards. Eight

of ten tested poles had bending strengths below the minimum ANSI standard

for Coastal Douglas-fir. Average bending stress was 12 percent below the

minimum value. Location of failures varied from groundline up to 18-ft above

groundline with no correlation seen between through-boring holes and location

of failure.

Kent (2003) examined the strength effect of through-boring by

conducting a static analysis of through-bored poles based strictly on the

section modulus of the poles. The results showed a strength loss from 8

percent up to 23 percent depending on interaction between layers of holes

and loading direction. The worst case was where holes within 6-in, of each

other along the longitudinal axis were assumed to interact as though they were

on the same plane. The best case was assumed to be a single layer of holes

with no interaction with holes on another plane. Kent also found that the

reduced section on a plane would have a greater effect if the poles were

loaded parallel to the axis of the holes rather than perpendicular to the hole

axis. However, the results of the 1961 PGE study showed vastly different

strengths between two test groups with relatively similar section modulus

values, indicating factors other than this single parameter must influence

bending strengths.

STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS

To account for differing bending strengths in poles with similar section

modulus values, stress concentration factors (SCF) were examined. Stress

concentrations are regions of localized high stresses that occur in the areas

where there are abrupt changes in a structural cross section, such as the

boundaries of notches or grooves, or material characteristics, such as variable
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stiffness. The effects of stress concentrations on failure can be predicted by

elastic stress concentration factors (Wu and Mu 2003), which are defined as

the maximum peak stress in or around the hole (apeak), divided by the nominal

stress at the same location without the hole present (anom):

SCF
°peak

(1)
nom

The literature on SCFs has been almost exclusively derived for isotropic

materials, but the SCFs for orthotropic material can be found by multiplying the

isotropic factors by a material factor, Fm (Chiang 1998). Therefore, the overall

trends developed for isotropic materials are presumed valid for orthotropic

materials but the value for the latter will be higher.

The SCF for holes in a solid circular shaft is a function of hole diameter,

as well as shaft diameter. The function that describes SCFs for round

members with diametral holes subjected to bending stresses decreases with

decreasing hole diameter to some critical, very small diameter hole. Stress

concentrations then increase as the hole size is further reduced (Pilkey 1997).

This trend accounts for both the material being removed and the geometry

associated stress concentration.

When the empirical formula generated by Pilkey is applied to for a

Class 4, 40-ft pole, the calculations suggest that the optimum hole size range

is 3/4-in, to 1-1/8 in. (Figure 4). This assumed a constant pole diameter of

10.66-in., which is the minimum groundline diameter for this class as specified

by ANSI 05.1 (2002) and the taper of the pole was ignored as it had a minimal

effect on the optimal hole size. SCFs did not exhibit the same behavior for

cylinders under other types of loading. In the case of tensile loads, the SCFs

followed the more predictable trend of increasing with increasing hole diameter
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(Wu and Mu 2003) and the same was true for torsional loading. However, the

SCF for a diametrical hole in a shaft subjected to torsion was higher than

those for bending or tension (Jessop et al. 1958).

Figure 4. Distribution of Pilkey stress concentration factors in a 40-ft, Class 4
pole as a function of hole diameter.

Loaded utility poles may closely resemble a circular member under

bending stresses. The analytical solution from Pilkey (1997) with a

characteristic "dip" in the SCF is supported by the outcome from previous pole

tests. Portland General Electric's 1961 test found that two pole groups drilled

with 1/4-in, diameter holes, "showed consistently lower strengths than any of

the poles bored with the 7/1 6-in. holes". The report stated that the reason for

this result was "obscure" but observed that fewer, larger holes in wood

appeared better able to withstand stresses than the more numerous smaller

holes.

Literature on SCFs was also researched with respect to their influence

on hole spacing as well as hole sizes. Holes closely positioned, theoretically,

improve stress flow in a member. This concept has long been used by the

aerospace industry where they have employed defense holes to reduce SCFs

around a main hole or bolted connection (Ting et al. 1998).
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Pilkey also addressed the effects of hole spacing but only for plate

members. For longitudinal spacing, in a two-hole configuration, stress

concentrations continually increased up to a separation distance of about 10

hole radii (1 Oa). Holes at this distance were then spaced far enough apart to

act independently and the SCF was the same as for one hole. Thus, SCFs for

longitudinally spaced holes were never greater than the SCF for one hole

when the longitudinal spacing is at least I Oa. Plate research for transverse

hole spacing showed that a spacing equal to 6a is the critical spacing for

aligned holes since the SCF of the two holes will interact at closer spacings.

The interaction of the two holes at this distance caused a stress reduction

while holes spaced at greater distances behaved more like a single hole.

Moderate lateral and longitudinal spacings appeared to lessen the

effect of stress concentrations; therefore the placement of holes within the

pole is a critical spacing issue. Falk et al. (2003) suggested that hole location

was as critical a factor as hole size when comparing bending stresses around

holes in large dimensional lumber, It was noted that it is particularly important

to keep holes out of highly stressed regions. This is critical for through-boring

when establishing appropriate edge distances for the holes.

Loading direction, as it affects SCF5 in poles, is another parameter for

through-boring that is of interest. Intuitively, poles will exhibit lower stresses if

the loading is applied perpendicular to the axis of the bore holes. Jessop et al.

(1959) found "much lower" SCFs for cylinders with holes under bending stress

when the load was applied in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the bore

hole.

Building on the information gained from prior testing and literature on

SCFs, computer modeling was used to substantiate or refute some of the traits

exhibited by holes introduced in round members. ANSYS®, a commercially

available finite-element software program was used to investigate the various

parameters. Finite-element analysis (FEA) is a powerful tool that can be used
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in modeling advanced applications of wood. Wood poles exhibit variations in

their strength properties due to growth features such as knots, spiral grain,

and proportions of juvenile wood to mature wood. Pellicane and Franco

(1994a) developed a three-dimensional (3-D) finite-element pole model that

incorporated these features. They concluded that, although the process was

cumbersome and costly, a 3-D analysis could quantify the effects of grain

deviation around knots on the stress distribution of the pole. The effects of

such growth characteristics were well beyond the scope of the current study.

FEA was used simply to discover basic trends in parameters related to holes

introduced into round members and was used for verification of established

properties.

MODELING WOOD POLES

Finite element analysis is an analytical tool used in engineering analysis

and, in this instance, to predict the behavior of structural elements. There are

numerous studies where this mathematical based method has been utilized for

wood materials, but only a small number of these studies have been on wood

poles. Pellicane and Franco (1994b and 1994c) develop a 3-D model for

wood poles. In the first part of this two part series, a finite-element model was

developed and verified as adequately representing the stresses in a wood

pole. The pole model included features of wood such as deviation of grain

and knots, which proved necessary to the successful application of the model.

Previously, Wang (1987) (cited in Pellicane and Franco [1994]) had similarly

tried to model wood pole properties and stresses. A two-dimensional model

was developed but results showed that this model did not seem to accurately

capture the complexities of a wood pole. The second part of the Pellicane

and Franco series built on the model created previously and used it to predict

ultimate strength and failure locations of the poles.
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The Pellicane and Franco model was built assuming orthotropic, linear

elastic properties. Due to the complexity of the model and the model size,

submodeling was employed to create a model that could realistically execute

within the computer and time limitations. 12-in, pole segments of the critical

section in the poles were modeled using 15-node wedge and 20-node

parallelepiped, isoparametric finite elements. The size of the element was

chosen based on size of the largest knot in the pole.

The "mesh" of the model defines the element size and is a critical issue

to obtain accurate output. The Pellicane mesh was uniform and symmetric

and defined by knot size. One element comprised the knot and the element

properties were changed to reflect the difference in materials. However, with

large disruptions in the model geometry around such obtrusions as holes in

the geometry, the mesh is more difficult to define because of the lack of

symmetry created by the hole. Williams et al. (2000) developed a finite-

element model of a hole in recycled timbers to ascertain the residual strength

of structural members. Their model materials were linear elastic and planar

isotropic. The mesh requirements for their model were very similar to the

current study. To improve accuracy of the stress output, the model was

meshed with a fine region around the hole and increasingly coarser meshes

radially outward from the hole.

TESTS METHOD FOR POLES

There are two ASTM standards for testing wood poles; a cantilever

method and a 3-point bending test. Both are detailed fully in Dl 036 (ASTM

2005). The cantilever method has the pole laid out horizontally and is

supported at the butt end by a rigid clamp, or crib, from the groundline below.

The tip is supported at a point roughly three-quarters of the distance from the

butt end to the tip. The support is a rail that carries the weight of the pole, yet
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minimizes the friction introduced to the test. The load is then applied

perpendicular to the pole line, which is the assumed design loading direction

for poles, though they have been noted to fail in either direction (Wood et

al. 1960). The location of the load is two feet below the tip and it is applied by

a cable attached to a power wench or similar device that is able to assure the

load is applied at a constant rate. The loading increases until failure.

The 3-point bending test also has the pole laid out horizontally, but in

this test, the pole is supported at both ends. The supports are rollers with

pinned bearings that allow free rotation as the pole deflects to allow horizontal

movement of the pole. The load is applied at the groundline, parallel to the

pole line, by a hydraulic or mechanical loading head continuously until failure.

Both tests describe methods for obtaining deflection measurements during the

test as well as standard post-test procedures.

Wood et al. (1960) performed over 600 full-scale pole tests in order to

develop standards for strength values of wood poles. Both ASTM standard

methods were used and some comparisons of the two methods were outlined.

Specifically, the failures produced by the two methods were highlighted. The

primary failure method did not differ between the two tests. In both test

methods the primary failure mode was wrinkling and buckling of the wood

fibers on the compression side. The location of the failures, however, did

differ for some of the test poles. The shorter poles, those that were 25 ft and

30 ft failed at approximately the same location for both test methods. The

taller, 55-ft poles, failed at different locations along the pole. The machine test

method produced, on average, failures further up the pole from the butt end

then did the cantilever method.

Besides the failure locations, the two tests also differed in how the

stresses are applied. The cantilever method, because of the way it is loaded

and its support conditions, had very little contribution to the bending stresses

from its own weight. The 3-point method, conversely, had a majority of its
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dead weight superimposed on the applied loading. For the smaller poles, this

was not a large percentage of the load, but the effect was more pronounced

for the larger poles. Because of the differences between the two methods,

especially in the case of the taller poles, direct comparisons of results are

difficult.

Research on wood poles has primarily used some form of these ASTM

standard test methods to investigate bending strength. Wood logs that are to

be used as traditional poles, such as in utility lines, have been tested using the

cantilever method by Cerda and Wolfe (2003). They found that the majority of

poles failed due to knots or knot whorls and all failures that did not occur in the

expected groundline area were due to such defects. Other research that

focused on wood poles primarily as wood beams tested poles in a modified 3-

point bending test (Wolfe and Moseley 2000 and Larson et al. 2004). The test

method combined the ASTM D1036 for poles with ASTM D198 (2005), the

bending test method for lumber. Essentially, the loading was moved to the

middle of the test span, as opposed to the groundline. The study by Wolfe

and Moseley examined the bending strength of Douglas-fir, as well as white fir

and pine logs. The modulus of rupture (MOR) for the Douglas-fir pole

sections taken from the butt end had a coefficient of variation of 24 percent.

Failures in this setup were noted to have all failed within 15 in of the midspan

(the loading point) and even though ultimate capacity was said to have been

influenced by the knots, failure did not generally initiate at them.

In addition to the standard test methods, there are other tests for poles

that have been developed. The ground-embedded test is one such test. As

opposed to the ASTM standard tests, the ground-embedded test has the pole

oriented vertically. The full-length poles are typically embedded into the earth

to a depth of 10 percent of the pole length plus an additional two-feet. The

load is then applied similar to the cantilever method where a line is attached 2-

ft below the tip and the load is applied continuously until failure. The test is not
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commonly used for a large number of tests because it is time intensive and

difficult to reproduce the embedment conditions. It does however, have the

advantage of replicating in-service conditions.

Citing flaws with the current standard test methods, researchers from

Australia developed a 4-point bending test to more adequately assess the

properties of utility poles (Boughton and Crews 1996). A concern regarding

the cantilever method was the effect of the rigid clamp and the resulting

crushing of the wood fibers in this region. It is argued that the resulting

crushing is not representative of true forces of poles in-service. Similarly,

there were concerns with the 3-point bending test. This test produces a large

bearing stress at the groundline. There is also a very large change in the

magnitude of shear force at this location. Both may lead to premature failure

at this location (Crews et al. 2004). Furthermore, both standard methods

have peak moments at one point. This causes the test to be narrowly focused

on the quality of the wood over a small region.

As a result of these test drawbacks, the Australian group opted to use a

modified version of a 4-point test developed by the New Zealand Forest

Research Institute (Crews et al. 2004). The New Zealand method is

symmetrically loaded at four points around the groundline. This leaves most

of the top half of the pole as a cantilever and thus, does not reflect well the

true forces along the pole. As an improvement, a full-length 4-point test was

chosen so that the entire pole is subjected to service-like conditions. The two

supports are near the ends of the poles while the two load points are still

centered on the groundline. The load points are differentiated so as to create a

constant moment area about the groundline. This creates an easily

identifiable failure moment, which is critical to an accurate portrayal of the

MOR of the pole.
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Establishinq a Throuqh-Borinq Pattern for Utility Poles

ABSTRACT

The practice of through-boring extends the service life of poles by

protecting the pole from internal decay but little is known about the effects of

through-boring on the bending strength of utility poles. The development of a

standard and well-researched through-boring pattern would enhance pole

performance and facilitate the automation of this labor-intensive process. A

preferred through-boring pattern was developed using current knowledge of

preservative penetration and test data on through-boring. Finite-element

analysis (FEA) was used as a preliminary assessment tool and a hole pattern

was developed from modeling as well as the current literature. Poles were

subsequently through-bored and tested to determine if the boring hole size

affected the bending strength of the poles when compared to a control group

without any holes. The preferred pattern was a repeated staggered pattern

with hole spacing 5 in. by 1-1/2 in. in the longitudinal and transverse directions

respectively. A 2-in, edge distance was also specified. This pattern was

tested with 1/4-in., 1/2-in., 3/4-in, and I-in, diameter holes. Results showed a

slight decrease in average bending strengths, modulus of rupture (MOR)

values, with increasing hole size. However, lower parametric tolerance limits

for the through-bored poles were equivalent or greater than those for the

control for all but the largest hole size group. The results indicate that the

through-boring pattern tested with the smaller hole sizes did not significantly

reduce the strength of the pole in bending when used in the proposed through-

boring pattern. The most practical hole size for production would be a 1/2-in.

diameter hole in the 5 by 1-1/2 in. staggered pattern with a 2-in, edge

distance.
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INTRODUCTION

Through-boring is a highly effective processing method for thin-

sapwood species. The process was developed in the 1960's to reduce

staggering losses from internal decay near the groundline. It has since gone

on to be widely adopted by utilities using these species. Other methods such

as deep perforations, kerfing, or radially drilled holes are also used to create

preservative pathways into poles, but they do not provide 100 percent

preservative penetration of the heartwood that is offered by through-boring.

Pole test programs and derivation of design values have been reported in

recent years by Larson et al. (2004), Cerda and Wolfe (2003), Wolfe et aJ.

(2001), Wolfe and Moseley (2000), Crews et al. (2004), and others. However,

all of the test programs were conducted with poles that were not through-

bored. Through-boring has been used for over four decades, yet the effect of

through-boring on pole bending strength remains poorly understood. It is

straightforward to calculate an expected loss of bending strength due to the

reduced section area based on the material removed, but these calculations

alone do not appear to be good indicators of strength. A more comprehensive

assessment of through-boring effects requires assessing stress concentration

factors that arise at hole boundaries and relating these stress concentrations

to global pole performance as affected by the ground embedment.

The objective of this research was to assess the effects of through-

boring on the bending strength of Douglas-fir utility poles. Finite-element

analysis was used to examine various hole sizes and pattern attributes to

establish a preferred through-boring pattern.

The results from finite-element modeling were used in conjunction with

prior testing, stress concentration data, and data on preservative penetration

with through-bored holes to develop an "ideal spacing" and hole pattern to use
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on utility poles. Evaluation of bending strength as affected by hole size was

the primary test objective.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Douglas-fir poles are the most common material for utility poles in the

Northwestern United States. They are commonly through-bored because the

heartwood is only moderatety durable and is notoriously difficult to treat

(Morrell and Schneider 1994). Through-boring allows for adequate

preservative penetration to protect the poles from internal decay. Although,

through-boring is more commonly used on larger transmission poles, Class 4

distribution poles were chosen for this study because the maximum stress is

typically at or near the groundline for this type of pole. The groundline is

coincident with the through-bored region, which is the critical region to assess

the effect of through-bored holes. Larger poles, because of their height and

taper, have stresses that are a maximum some distance up the pole, away

from the groundline (Figure 5).

Pole stress as a function of height
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Portland General Electric (PGE) introduced through-boring in 1959 with

the Merz through-boring pattern (Brown and Davidson 1961). Their strength

analysis was based on a static analysis with section modulus reduction and

full-scale test results of 42, class 4, Douglas-fir poles tested by cable loading

while embedded in the ground. The test results showed that poles with

through-boring had strength reductions of less than 10 percent as compared to

the controls. However, radial-drilled poles were approximately 25 percent

weaker than the controls even though the reduction of section was about

equivalent to that of the through-bored poles. Other studies with through-

bored poles are reported by Grassel (1969), Graham et al. (1969) and Newbill

(1999), but the testing is limited and the use of varying test methods makes it

difficult to compare results. Hence, the literature on the effects of through-

boring is sparse.

Many researchers have modeled wood bending members using the

finite-element method. Wang (1987) (cited in Pellicane and Franco [1994aJ)

modeled poles with a two-dimensional model but it did not produce reasonable

results because it could not incorporate the complexity of the three-

dimensional system. Pellicane and Franco (1994b, 1994c) modeled utility

poles to assess maximum strength and failure modes. They used a three-

dimensional model with linear elastic properties developed from tests of

specimen poles and were able to reasonably predict the strength and failure

mechanisms of poles with knots. Williams et al. (2000) and Falk et al. (2003)

used a two-dimensional elastic model that was planar isotropic to model wood

joists and planks to evaluate the effect of holes on the performance of recycled

timbers. The finite-element mesh was refined in the area around the hole, but

a complete discussion of mesh refinement is not available. Others have

modeled holes in rectangular bending members with isotropic and orthotropic

elastic properties, but there is limited literature for holes in beams with circular

cross sections.
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Stress concentration factors (SCF5) occur as a result of the disruption

of stress flow in a member and are important because they often are

attributable to member failure. Pilkey (1997) developed a SCF chart as a

function of hole diameter in cylinders under bending stresses and found that

SCFs around very small holes actually started increasing again with

decreasing hole diameter. Stress analyses by Jessop et al. (1959), ESDU

(1989), and Thum and Kirmser (1943) (cited in Pilkey [1997]) further showed

that circular solids under bending had peak stresses occurring on the inside

surface of holes. Wu and Mu (2003) used finite-element analysis to assess

stress concentration factors for orthotropic cylindrical tubes with circular holes

subjected to uniaxial tension or internal pressure (biaxial tension). The mesh

for the orthotropic pipe was automatically generated with no discussion given

referencing the mesh refinement or how it may affect the stress output. The

study developed multiplicative factors for cylinders and for orthotropy to

estimate SCFs from those derived for isotropic plates. They were able to

match the finite-element results with those from closed-form functions for small

holes where small dID ratios exist (d=hole diameter and D=pipe diameter).

However, the material of this study had an orthotropy ratio of only 2.2.

Nonetheless, stress concentration factors can be a valuable tool for a

comparative assessment of hole size and hole pattern. There appears to be

limited literature on the stresses resulting from holes in solid cylindrical beams

that are highly orthotropic, such as wood poles, where dID is small.

Test methods for round poles have been reported by Wood (1960),

Brown and Davidson (1961), Wolfe and Moseley (2000), and Crews et al.

(2004), along with two standardized methods widely used in North America

given in ASTM D1036 (2005a). Brown and Davidson's ground-embedded test

is not easily reproducible for a large number of tests while Wolfe and

Moseley's test focused on using wood poles as timbers. The cantilever

method of Dl 036 fails to incorporate the effect of the foundation on the pole
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mechanics, which is critical to assessing through-boring effects on pole

bending strength. The second standard test method, the 3-point bending test,

has a sharply changing moment diagram over the critical groundline region.

However, the 4-point bending test (Crews et al. 2004) appears to produce a

stress distribution that parallels the expected stress distribution for a pole in-

service, and this method was chosen as the basis for the testing method

adopted for this study.

DEVELOPMENT OF THROUGH-BORING PATTERN

FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING

The objectives for the computer modeling were:

To examine the stress concentrations created by different hole

sizes;

To examine the effect of various longitudinal and lateral hole

spacings as well as edge distances on bending strength and

hole interaction;

To determine the effect of loading direction on bending stress

with respect to the orientation of the through-bored holes.

A global elastic model of the tapered pole with through-bored holes was

created. However, the stress analysis in the critical region was inadequate

because the mesh was too coarse. As a result, a submodel was created so

that sufficient mesh refinement would allow us to assess the stress

concentration factors attendant to various combinations of hole size and hole

spacing. The submodel was a 2-ft, tapered pole section, representative of the

global pole at the groundline (øtop = 5.50-in., øbottom = 5.74-in.).
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ANSYS® solid element 95 was used with nodal translations fixed at

the groundline. The fixed boundary condition prevented the submodel from

translating as a rigid body or rotating at the base. Linear elastic properties

were used based on Douglas-fir so that the model was planar isotropic with EL

= 1.72e6 psi and E-r 1.0e5 psi (USDA 1999). The model coordinate

system was setup with the Z-direction as the longitudinal material orientation

and the X and Y directions as the averaged radial and tangential orientations.

The submodel was meshed automatically by ANSYS®. Our principal

interest was that the mesh refinement would yield a compromise between

stress output uncertainty and computational efficiency. We found this was a

difficult balance to achieve but proceeded with the finite-element analysis as

one predictor of the strength effects of adding borings through a section. A

typical mesh for a submodel is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Typical meshing around a hole in the submodel. Boundary
conditions and loading not shown.

Hole size

The effect of hole size was addressed by developing models where

hole size was varied in 1/4-in, increments, from 1/4-in, up to 1-1/4 in. while

keeping other model variables and attributes constant. The difficulty of

recreating meshes around the different hole sizes produced some variations in
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the stress distribution for hole size based on the mesh refinement. Finer

meshes typically produced higher peak stress concentrations.

As a result, only general trends in SCFs were examined as a function of

hole diameter. The smallest hole size typically had the largest SCF, but

beyond this, no other distinct generalizations could be made given the

variability in the modeling. No hole size emerged as "optimal" in terms of

having the lowest peak stresses as was predicted by the stress concentration

formula developed by Pilkey for cylinders in pure bending.

Hole spacing

The effect of longitudinal and transverse hole spacing was assessed by

using a submodel with two borings near the centerline. The spacing of the two

holes was varied as a function of hole radii to determine the effect of spacing

on peak stresses. Generally, the finite-element analysis output showed more

closely spaced holes had lower peak stresses than did spacings at greater

distances. Bending stresses for the 3/4-in, holes, were fairly uniform at

longitudinal spacings of three and six times the hole radii, but stresses

increased approximately 8 percent for spacings of nine and twelve hole radii.

The finite-element results confirmed previous reports that SCFs

decrease due to the presence of nearby holes; however, this effect is small.

The difference due to longitudinal spacing was nominal when multiple hole

submodels were run with varied spacings. Hole placement had a larger

influence on the maximum stress around the hole. Our results were similar to

those by Falk et al. (2003) and Williams et al. (2000) showing that the location

of holes in bending members was a critical issue.

Holes placed further out the pole diameter, in regions of the pole with

higher bending stresses, exhibited higher SCFs. Therefore, submodeling was

also used to examine the effect of edge distance on stresses. The increase in

peak stresses was approximately linear as the hole was moved out the pole
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radius, away from the centroidal axis. However, there was a sharp increase in

the peak stresses as the edge distance was changed from 1.5-in, to 1.0-in.,

suggesting that a 1.5-in, edge distance should be maintained for through-

boring. This trend was similar for the three different pole sizes that were

submodeled; however, the inaccuracies inherent in drilling through large

cross-sections suggest that a 2.0-in, minimum clear distance would help

reduce the risk of inducing substantial negative effects on pole strength.

Load direction

Jessop et al. (1959) showed that members loaded in bending,

perpendicular to the hole axis, have lower peak stresses then poles loaded

parallel to the hole axis. This effect was reassessed with submodeling

comparing the stress output from two hole spacing patterns; 2-in. x 3-in, and

1.5-in. x 5-in, over a fixed length of 15-in.

Loading perpendicular to the holes produced significantly lower peak

stresses in tension and compression for both spacing patterns. Peak tension

stresses for the longitudinal and transverse directions were 36 and 26 percent

higher, respectively, when loaded parallel to the holes. Bending compressive

stress differences were even higher because of the maximum stress location.

Loading perpendicular to the holes moved the peak compression stress to the

boundary edge of the submodel, instead of the hole edge.

THROUGH-BORING PATTERN

Research by the Utility Pole Research Cooperative (Morrell 1998) at

Oregon State University has shown that creosote penetration averaged 8.5-in.

longitudinally (± 3.8-in.) and 0.72-in, transversely (± 0.16-in.) around single

holes drilled into Douglas-fir heartwood. These values suggest that a

longitudinal and transverse spacing of 5-in, and 1.5-in., respectively, repeated
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every 15-in, along the pole area to be bored, would provide the necessary

coverage.

Literature, test results, and modeling were used to develop a final

through-boring pattern for full-scale testing. The literature on SCF5 for

cylinders in bending and the limited prior full-scale tests both suggest that

smaller holes may increase the stresses in a pole. Despite the limitations of

the hole size modeling, the finite-element analysis also suggested that SCFs

generally reached a minimum at some intermediate hole size, while very small

hole sizes tended to have higher SCFs.

After careful integration of test data and the literature, the basic

through-boring pattern was defined by hole size, hole spacing (longitudinal

and transverse), and edge distance. It was decided that the effect of hole size

would be established by tests of full-size poles, but hole spacing, edge

distance, and loading direction could be specified from existing knowledge.

Spacings were based on edge-to-edge distance, not center-to-center distance.

The result of this spacing is that there are an increased number of holes for

the smaller spacings but preservative penetration area stayed relatively

constant. The basic through-boring pattern (Figure 7) was a repeated

staggered pattern with 5-in, longitudinal spacing, 1-1/2 in. transverse spacing,

and 2-in, edge distance. The holes were drilled parallel to one another. This

hole pattern was applied to the poles over a 60-in, length, starting at 36-in.

from the butt of the pole (-36 in. to +24 in. relative to the groundline on a 40-ft

pole).
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Figure 7. Illustration of through-boring pattern showing a) hole spacing and b)
through-boring zone on pole.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Experimental Design

The experiment was a completely random design with hole size as the

treatment source of variation. Five hole sizes were evaluated using the

described through-boring pattern: 1/4-in., 1/2-in., 3/4-in., 1-in, holes, and no

holes. Twenty-eight replicates (n=28) were tested for each treatment. Thus,

140 poles total were evaluated in the experiment.

A) 2.0 B)
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Materials

Poles were shipped from a Weyerhaeuser yard, near Wilbur, Oregon, to

the J.H. Baxter wood preservative treatment plant in Eugene, OR for through-

boring and then delivered to Oregon State University (OS U) for testing.

Although poles were not sourced from individual stands, nearly all poles came

from within a 50-mile radius of Wilbur. Poles were received at OSU in four

different loads, over the course of seven weeks.

At the Baxter plant, each pole was marked on the face side of the pole

(the face side is termed the reference side for purposes of testing). The face

of a pole is defined in ANSI 05.1 as the "concave side of greatest curvature".

When through-boring poles, the standard practice is to drill the boring holes at

a right angle to the face of the pole. Templates were constructed for the

through-boring patterns with different hole sizes. A separate template was

made for each treatment group because the center-to-center spacing of the

holes changed with every hole diameter even though the clear spacing was

constant. The through-bored poles were hand drilled with an electric drill.

To limit strength variability due to moisture content, poles were tested in

the green, freshly peeled condition. The "intersection moisture content",

where mechanical properties begin to change as wood is dried, is 24 percent

for Douglas-fir. Therefore, the poles for this study were tested untreated, in

the green condition, with moisture contents above 24 percent, to minimize

variability.

Test Apparatus

A modified 4-point bending method was developed that forced the

maximum bending stress to be in the through-bored region while maintaining a

nearly constant moment in the high moment zone so that the bending moment

at failure could be accurately calculated. The test setup follows Crews et al.

(2004). Its rationale is detailed further in Elkins (2005).
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The poles were tested as simply supported beams with two point loads

applied just inside the through-bored zone boundaries. The end bearing

points allow the pole to rotate as well as move longitudinally. Wood saddles

were used at the bearing points, as well as at the points of loading, to

minimize stress concentrations at these locations. The u-shaped saddles

measured 11-in, in length, and were made out of Douglas-fir so the point of

contact between the two materials was of similar hardness.

The top portion of the pole was not of concern for the purpose of

assessing effects due to through-boring, so the pole was shortened to a

convenient length for ease of testing. The length must represent a reasonable

span-depth ratio so that the pole still behaves as a flexural element and is not

shear critical. With those criteria, the length for the test span (L) was three

times the embedment length (I) of the pole with a 1-ft overhang on each end

(Figure 8).

- 1 5'
5P/6 P/6

5.0'
through-bored

reon

P
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The embedment length for poles is typically 10 percent of the length

plus 2-ft. In our tests we used a 40-ft pole, thus,

I (embed. length) = 0.10*pole length + 2 (2)

1= .10*(40ft)+2ft=6ft

L = 3*1 + 2 ft (3)

L= 3(6ft)+2ft20fttotal length

The load was applied in the through-bored region to produce the

service-like moment in this zone. The loading span was made 1-ft shorter

than the length of the through-bored zone, which is typically 5-ft for Class 4

poles. The ratio between the two forces that would create a constant moment

region was calculated to be 4.6:1, with the larger force applied closest to the

butt end of the pole. We rounded the ratio to 5:1, to make an easy ratio for

design and to introduce a small amount of shear at the groundline.

Testing Procedures

The poles were cut to length. The length of the trimmed pole, as well

as the circumference of the pole at the butt and tip ends, were measured and

the poles were weighed (±1 Ib). The dynamic MOE of the poles was

determined using the Director® tool (Fibregen, New Zealand).

A center chalk line was snapped 90 degrees counterclockwise to the

face of the pole (this was the side of the pole to which the drilling template was

applied), and then the strength reducing features as well as longitudinal and

circumferential position and diameter of every knot greater than 1/2-in, were

recorded. These knots were laid out on a grid and the eventual failure location

was later noted on the same grid to visually represent the data (Appendix F).
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Poles were hoisted into the testing jig and rotated so that the reference

side of the pole was placed down in the testing jig. In this position, the 2.0-in.

specified edge distance side of the pole was always on the tension side for the

test and the bending forces were applied perpendicular to the axis of the

holes.

The edge distance of one hole was measured on both the reference

(tension) and non-reference (compression) sides. The measurements were

taken as a linear offset from the closest edge of the hole to the horizontal

plane created from the top or bottom of the pole as estimated from a level

projection.

The maximum deflection of the poles was estimated to occur 7.5 ft from

the end of the pole, directly under the point toad above the groundline. The

deflection measurement was taken at this maximum location with a string

potentiometer. The potentiometer base was rigidly clamped to the strong floor

beneath the pole and the other end was tacked to the middle portion of the

pole. Crushing between the pole and the reaction bearings was measured

using a linearly variable differential transformer (LVDT). The LVDTs were

secured to the base supports on both ends so that the support fixture and the

LVDTs were free to rotate with the pole as the deflection near midspan

increased. A flat surface was chiseled in the center of the poles at the

support to provide a better contact surface for the measurement. The reaction

settlements were averaged and subtracted from the measured deflection.

A 200-kip capacity hydraulic actuator mounted on a steel portal frame

attached to the laboratory strong floor was used to apply the load to the poles.

The load was displacement-controlled and the rate of loading was .01 in./sec.

This value was estimated from the ASTM standard for tests of full-size lumber.

An external load cell attached to the rod end of the actuator measured the

force as it was applied to the pole. Deflection and force data were complied
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continuously during the test using National Instruments LabVIEW 6.1 operated

through a personal computer.

The poles were loaded to failure, defined as the point at which the pole

could not continue to take increasing load. After failure, each pole was

evaluated and the location of failure was recorded. Photographs were taken

of each failure and notes were made of any significant features that might

have contributed to the failure.

The section modulus was determined at the point of failure from the butt

and groundline circumference data taken assuming a constant taper and

uniform circular cross-section. In the cases of shear failures where an exact

location was difficult to determine, the failure was assumed to occur at the

ground line.

A full-section disk was removed adjacent to the failure zone for

processing. The disk was used to determine oven-dry moisture content (MC),

ring count, and heartwood diameter. Ring counts and heartwood

measurements were taken in two directions, 90 degrees from one another,

and the values averaged. The disks were also used to estimate basic specific

gravity (SG). Disk volume was estimated by taking two measurements for

both diameter and thickness and averaging these values. A summary of all

data gathered from the disks can be found in Appendix F.

The maximum load was used to calculate the moment at failure

assuming a prismatic member. The section modulus used as input for the

MOR values was the section of the pole at the failure location. A discussion of

the appropriate section, gross or net section, to use for the calculation of

failure bending stress concluded that the gross section was appropriate for

MOR. The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of the holes on the

strength of the pole as compared to controls, and therefore it is appropriate to

use the gross section for section modulus so the comparisons will be on an

equivalent basis. Using a net section modulus would introduce more
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subjectivity into the process, as there were many failures that occurred from a

combination of holes and knots in nearby planes. Therefore, all section

modulus calculations were based on the gross pole section.

Green modulus of elasticity (MOE) values were estimated from the load

versus displacement data. MOE data were calculated from equation (4) and

were averaged over a range of approximately 10 to 30 percent of maximum

load to ensure the data were from the linear portion of the curve. P is the load

applied at the point of measured deflection, and d are the displacement and

diameter measured at 7.5 ft from the butt end.

MOE=14236 ksi
Ad4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One control pole was destroyed during setup, thus, 139 poles were

tested in total. The missing data was ignored since it represented less than 5

percent of the total sample size and no attempt was made to fill in the missing

data with an average value.

Many different pole parameters were measured and recorded in

conjunction with this study. Most were not used to examine correlations

between values but rather to ensure there were not variations within and

between pole groups.

The poles had an average groundline circumference of 35-in. (COV =

4.3 percent) and an average taper over the 20-ft section of 0.22-in./ft.The

ANSI 05.1 (2002) standard gives a minimum groundline circumference for a

Class 4 pole of 33.5-in. The next larger class size, a Class 3, has a minimum

circumference at groundline of 36-in. The poles delivered were graded prior to

delivery by industry representatives and determined to be Class 4, ANSI poles

(4)
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that would have gone in service except for this study. There was no indication

that these poles varied in any significant way below or above these standards.

The average weight of all poles was 547 lb. The mean average of any

group did not vary from the global average by more than 2.6 percent. The

same was true for the butt and tip end circumference measurements. All

group mean circumference values were within the mean value by less than 1.4

percent. No significant difference was noted between mean dimensions or

weight for any treatment group at the 95 percent confidence level.

A 2-in, edge distance on the reference side was specified for the test

pattern but the non-reference side was variable. For this reason, the

reference side edge distance is the only consistent measure for comparison

purposes. The two smaller hole treatment groups averaged a slightly higher

edge distance; the 1/4-in, treatment group average edge distance was 2.08-

in., 4.0 percent greater than the specified edge distance, while the 1/2-in.

group had an average edge distance of 2.03-in. The largest variation from the

test pattern was found in the 3/4-in, treatment group, which had an average

edge distance of 1.80-in., 10 percent less then specified. The 1-in, treatment

group had an edge distance that was 1.96-in.

Some of the variation between the treatment group edge-distance data

is to be expected as typical variation in drilling and pattern application.

However, the 10-percent deviation of the 3/4-in, treatment group was

significantly different that the specified 2.0-in, edge distance. Despite this, no

reliable correction can be made for the variability in edge distances, as every

edge distance in the pole was not measured. A representative hole was

chosen in the middle of the through-bored region and measurements were

taken on this one hole only. Furthermore, only the face where the drill entered

the pole was measured. There may have been some offset as a result of the

drilling through the cross-section. For this reason, no correlation or corrective

factors for edge distance were used.
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The mean moisture content (MC) for all poles was 54 percent, with a

range between 32 percent and 110 percent. All poles had MC'S higher than

the 24 percent intersection moisture content, therefore, the assumption that

the strength properties did not vary as a function of MC was valid.

Specific gravity was only estimated in this study, but it showed very little

variation between groups as all means were within 0.42-0.43. This is slightly

lower than the 0.45 published value for green, coastal, Douglas-fir (USDA

1999), but it may reflect the relatively crude method used for estimating this

value.

There were 4 distinct failure types: tension failure, shear failure,

compression failure, and brash failure. Failure was most often attributable to a

knot (or knot cluster) or through-bored holes, although it was also common to

have multiple sources of failure. Knot related failures were typically tension

failures that initiated at the knot. Failures that initiated at a hole were often a

horizontal shear type failure starting at the edge of the hole combined with

some tension failure. Compression failures usually occurred in combination

with large holes on the compression side or severe grain deviation.

Compression failures were characterized by distinctive compression wrinkles

that developed from the crushing of the wood fibers. Brash failures occurred

in five of the poles (3.4 percent). These were explosive failures where the pole

broke almost completely through. The pole would drop to the ground, exposing

a jagged fracture surface.



COMPARED TO
TREATMENT GLOBAL MEAN COMPARED TO CONTROL MEAN

GROUP
Weighta (Ib) A (%) Ref.

d
(in.) A (%) RIfl9Se (%)

1/4 532 2.64 2.08 -4.00 18.18 -7.07
(Q09)f

(0.11) (0.26)
1/2 547 -0.08 2.03 -1.50 15.79 7.01

(0.12) (0.15) (0.25)
3/4 546 0.25 1.80 10.00 17.18 -1.18

(0.11) (0.16) (0.24)
1 550 -0.66 1.96 2.00 16.54 2.59

(0.12) (0.17) (0.19)
0 559 -2.23 0.00 N/A 16.98 N/A

(0.13) (0.00) (0.23)
Sapwood

Butt C.b (in.) A (%) MC (%) A (%) (%) A (%)
1/4 36.46 -0.20 49.10 15.18 41.07 1.65

(0.05) (0.26) (0.28)
1/2 36.70 -0.86 53.91 6.88 44.80 -7.28

(0.03) (0.27) (0.26)
3/4 35.87 1.42 53.44 7.69 43.95 -5.24

(0.04) (0.27) (0.27)
1 36.14 0.68 57.29 1.04 46.35 -10.99

(0.04) (0.22) (0.19)

0 36.78 -1.08 57.89 N/A 41.76 N/A

(0.04) (0.33) (0.30)

Total
Tip C.c (in.) A (%) Rings A (%) SG A (%)

1/4 32.21 -0.90 33.91 -3.04 0.43 -2.38
(0.03) (0.16) (0.08)

1/2 31.90 0.07 30.91 6.08 0.43 -2.38
(0.03) (0.19) (0.08)

3/4 31.71 0.67 32.59 0.97 0.43 -2.38
(0.03) (0.16) (0.08)

1 31.96 -0.12 31.79 3.40 0.42 0.00

(0.08) (0.17) (0.07)
0 31.82 0.32 32.91 N/A 0.42 N/A

(0.04) (0.20) (0.10)
Gross weight
Butt circumference
Tip circumference of test section
Reference edge distance
Number of rings in outer 2-in, of pole diameter
Coefficient of variation
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Table 1. Summary statistics for test poles by treatment groups (hole diameter)
where n = 28.
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E A B C D

Treatment Groups

Figure 9. MOR of Douglas-fir poles with through-boring holes of differing hole
diameters. The boxed area represents 50 percent of each data set; the line
through the shaded area is the median value. The bars represent the outer
limits for the data except where there are outliers, which is only the case for
the 1-in, treatment group. The outliers, represented by the stars are
determined as those points that lie outside 1.5 times the inter-quartile range of
the plot.

Generally, knots dominated pole failures at lower strengths and poles

that failed at higher strengths were controlled more by holes (for those poles

with through-boring applied). This trend can be seen in the box-plot

representation of the data (Figure 9). The MOR range for the through-bored

poles was lower than the control group. At some point above the median

value, the holes become critical and controlled the failures, causing poles to

fail at lower strengths than they might have if the holes had not been present.
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However, at breaking strengths lower than the median value, the through-

bored poles had lower tail MOR values greater than those seen in the control

group. This was particularly true for the smaller hole treatment groups. This

suggests that the presence of the holes may help alleviate the peak stresses

that arise around knots and allow greater strength gains to be achieved. This

is consistent with the defense hole theory by Ting et al. (1998). It is logical to

conclude that if the hole is larger than the critical knot, the hole has a

detrimental effect on strength. This follows the results for the 1-in, diameter

hole pattern, which had the only values lower than that of the control group.

The MOR calculated for every pole (Table 2) and its qualitative

representation can be characterized by the measured dispersion. Data for the

control group were more widely dispersed compared to the other treatment

groups. This was true for the middle 50 percent region as well as the entire

data range. The boxed area for each data set appeared to become more

uniform and more compact with increasing hole size.

The MOR of coastal, Douglas-fir in the green condition (USDA 1999) is

7700 psi. This value is within 5 percent of the average for the control group,

which was 7353 psi. Size adjustment would bring the small clear test data into

alignment with pole MOR data.

When examining the averages of the five treatment groups (Figure 10),

the data showed a highly linear trend of reducing strength with increasing hole

size, up to the maximum reduction of 16-percent mean bending strength loss

for the 1-in, hole treatment group.

The 1/4-in, and 1/2-in, treatment groups were not significantly different

from the control group at the 5-percent significance level. If we further

examine the difference in means at the 10-percent level, the two still remain

significantly similar to the control. The mean for the largest hole size (1-in.)

treatment group, was statistically different from both the control group and the

1/4-in, treatment group.



Table 2. MOR summary statistics by treatment group (hole diameter).
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Hole
Diameter (in.)

MOR
(psi)

MOR
COV (%)

Difference Difference
from control between groups

(%) (%)
0 7353 18 N/A N/A

1/4 7207 13 2 2

1/2 6860 11 7 5

3/4 6554 12 11 4

I 6187 12 16 6

E A B C D

Treatment Groups

Figure 10. Summary of MOR data by treatment showing mean with 5-percent
error bars.

Average values are one inthcator for examining the strength of wood

but are not the parameter most often used in strength design. Due to the

inherent variability of most wood properties, wood design by the allowable

stress method is based on a lower 5-percent parametric tolerance limit (PTL),

rather than on mean values. This parameter is a starting point for establishing
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allowable design strength values for wood that are published in the National

Design Specification (NDS) (AF&PA 2001). However, the design standard for

poles, ANSI 05.1, has nominal design values that are based on engineering

judgment and values taken from full-size pole tests as well as small clear tests

(Wolfe 2001), but may move to a more empirically based design.

The PTL value can be determined for the MOR if the test data has a

normal distribution for each treatment group. A goodness of fit test to assess

distribution normality is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Steele et al. 1998).

The data were hypothesized as normally distributed, and the KS test could not

reject the hypothesis of normality for all five groups. The PTL for all treatment

groups can then be established as:

PTL=X-Ko- (5)

Where K is the factor for one-sided tolerance limits as determined through

linear interpolation from D291 5 (ASTM 2005b). The factor is based on the

sample size, as well as the specified content and confidence level.

Examination of the values for the PTL for this set of test values at 95 percent

content with 75 percent confidence shows that the higher variation of the

control group compared to the other treatments has a pronounced effect on

the magnitude of the PTL. The large dispersion of data in the control group

lowers the value of the PTL, and may potentially decrease the design value for

this pole compared to the others.

The PTL for the control group was 4844 psi while the 1/4-in, holes had

a value of 5492 psi, for a difference of over 13 percent. The 1/4-in, and 1/2-in.

holes had relatively similar lower limit values with the 1/2-in, being lower by 2

percent. The 1-in, hole was the only through-bored group with a higher PTL.

We were also able to obtain the nonparametric tolerance limit (NTL)

estimates for the data as prescribed by D2915 (ASTM 2005b). These values
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Figure 11. The 5-percent PTL and NTL imposed on MOR scatter plot data.
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showed similar results as compared to the PTL except that the 1/2-in, hole

size was higher than the 1/4-in, hole group and the 1-in, hole size has a much

lower value than was found for the PTL (Figure 11).

Table 3. Lower 5-percent tolerance limit values for MOR data.

Hole 0 PTL Difference from NTL Difference from
(in.) (psi) control (%) (psi) control (%)

0 4844 N/A 4983 N/A

1/4 5492 -13.38 5195 -7.25

1/2 5406 -11.62 5434 -12.19

3/4 5114 -5.59 5094 -5.17

1 4785 1.21 4104 15.27



CONCLUSIONS

A preferred through-boring pattern was established after examining

literature and conducting a preliminary finite-element analysis for effects due

to spacing and edge distance. A testing program was used to validate the

hole size determination.

The preferred through-boring pattern was a repeated staggered pattern

of parallel holes drilled perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the pole. The

preferred hole diameter was 1/2-in., and it was spaced 5-in, and 1-1/2 in.

edge-to-edge in the longitudinal and transverse directions respectively. A 2-in.

edge distance was important for keeping holes out of high bending stress

regions. The results of our tests showed this through-boring pattern can be

applied in a zone from 36 in. to +24 in. about the groundline in a Class 4 pole

without a significant loss of bending strength.

The present research confirms that through-boring should not adversely

affect the design values for poles if a small to intermediate hole size is used.

The research further suggests that no adjustment factors for through-boring

are necessary.
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Method for Testing Construction and Utility Poles

ABSTRACT

Several standard methods are available to test the bending strength of

round poles including cantilever and 3-point bending tests. Both of these

methods suffer deficiencies that make the results difficult to apply to poles

embedded in the ground. A method is needed that represents the in-service

stresses of an embedded utility pole and produces an accurate estimate of

bending moment at failure. This is important for the assessment of pole

bending strength as it might be affected by mechanical processing. A 4-point

bending test method was developed as a modification of a standard test

method used in New Zealand and Australia. The test set-up creates a nearly

constant moment over the groundline zone and places the maximum bending

moment below the groundline, which is where the maximum bending moment

occurs in a typical embedded distribution pole. The nearly constant bending

moment is easily calculated when failure occurs in this region. The changing

moment also creates shear at the groundline, which is characteristic of poles

in-service. The proposed test method was fully developed and used to

evaluate the effect of through-boring on Class 4, Douglas-fir utility poles. The

testing procedure is easily reproduced in a laboratory setting and improves

testing throughput compared to existing test methods. The reproducibility of

the test method also improves the precision of the test results. The test

method produced failures that were more consistent with filed reports of pole

failures. The test failures were controlled failures that improved laboratory

safety as well as improved identification of the failure mode.

KEYWORDS: Poles, Bending test, Wood, Through-boring
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INTRODUCTION

Typically, the primary loads on utility poles are vertical dead loads from

equipment and lateral load from wind. The gravitational forces are small

making the lateral forces imposed by wind the principal design consideration.

Hence, a critical design property for construction and utility poles is bending

strength. Base design properties currently are assigned using D2899 (ASTM

2005a), which relies on the properties established from small clear specimens

of wood as given in D2555 (ASTM 2005b). In order to assess the effects of

mechanical treatments or to assign in-grade properties to poles the proponent

must use Dl 036 (ASTM 2005c) as a test method. Wolfe (2000) provides a

complete demonstration of pole design value development.

Two standard test methods for assessing the bending strength of wood

poles are detailed in Dl 036, a cantilever method and a 3-point bending test

with the loading applied at the groundline. Both methods are used to test full-

size utility poles. Portland General Electric and the Bonneville Power

Administration have tested utility poles as a cantilever, where poles were

embedded in the earth and loaded by a cable or winch at the tip until failure

(Brown and Davidson 1961, Grassel 1969). None of these methods are

adequate to investigate the effect of pretreatment processes, such as through-

boring, in the groundline zone of the pole.

Crews et al. (1998, 2004) described a 4-point bending test developed in

New Zealand that uses a shorter and symmetric test span, where the

groundline is at center span and a constant moment is induced over the region

just above and below the groundline. The reactions are spaced equidistant

from the loading points, thus the testing region spans half of the pole. In

effect, the method appears to produce a bending moment like that in D198

(ASTM 2005d), which is a standard test method for full-size structural lumber.

The Australian method (Crews and Yeats-Horrigan 2000) is a further
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modification of this test that includes a full-size pole with the loading positioned

about the pole groundline (Figure 12). These latter two methods offer

advantages over the ASTM and ground embedment tests.

Figure 12. The New Zealand 4-point butt test (upper) and (lower) Australia's
full-length test (Crews et al. 2004).

A modified version of these methods was developed here to better

represent the stresses at the groundline, improve the estimate of the moment

at failure, and facilitate a controlled, reproducible test. The objective of this

paper is to present a modified test method that can be used to evaluate

bending strength of construction and utility poles.



TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Crews et al. (1998), Crews and Yates-Horrigan (2000), and Crews et al.

(2004) evaluated the typical bending moment distribution in wood utility poles

and concluded that the existing test methods did not reasonably create

bending stresses typical of those in-service.

The maximum moment in a distribution size pole occurs at or below the

groundline. However, the way in which an embedded pole interacts with the

soil is complex, and there are many variables such as changes in loading,

depth of the embedment, taper of the pole, and soil type that make it difficult to

develop an exact stress profile. Supporting data on pile design confirms that

the maximum moment occurs below the groundline for an embedded post that

is free at the top (Sadek and Freiha 2004).

Crews et al. (1998) described a bending test derived from a 4-point

bending test used in New Zealand by Walford (1994). Crews et al. (2004)

proposed that the bending moment did not change dramatically at the

groundline and argued that there was a nearly constant moment region at the

groundline (Figure 13). These proposals formed the basis for the constant

moment region between the two loading points in their test method. The

method generates a stress distribution similar to that seen in-service, and the

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is in the process of

adopting it in their draft standard for wood pole testing (Crews et al. 2004).

Both D1036 methods produce the maximum moment at the groundline

near the true maximum moment location of a distribution pole in service, but

neither of these tests adequately represents the stresses away from the

groundline. The cantilever test clamps the pole at the groundline, which

essentially removes the pole below the groundline from the pole performance.

This may be an accurate representation for poles embedded in concrete but it

is not accurate for poles embedded in soil.
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Figure 13. Assessment of true bending moment for an embedded pole
proposed by Crews et al. (2004).

The cantilever test is conducted with the pole bending in a horizontal

plane. The pole butt is clamped and the tip end is supported so that the pole

remains horizontal and movement occurs only in the direction of the applied

load. Further, the tip support must be frictionless so that there is no effect

from the apparatus on the ultimate load. The test load is applied by a winch,

or similar load source, attached 2-ft (610 mm) from the tip. Measurements

must be in-line with the winch and the equipment must be heavily protected

from shock and impact damage that can accompany the catastrophic failure.

Deflections are large for this type of test and must be made manually using a

crude optical device or long displacement transducer. This test also requires a

lot of space to accommodate the loading apparatus and large tip deflection.
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A further complication in the cantilever method is that the fixity of the

clamp crushes the wood fibers at the point of failure. Brown and Davidson

(1961) described this as a "sharp fulcrum" effect. They also noted that failures

from the cantilever machine test differed from those of the ground-embedded

test poles. The assessment of testing methods by Crews et al. (2004) found

that the clamped effect from the cantilever test might induce premature failures

and impart forces that were not necessarily indicative of those seen in normal

service. Therefore, they concluded that clamp induced failures are not

indicative of pole strength. These factors make the cantilever test less than

ideal with respect to repeatability and safety.

The 3-point bending test applies a single point load at the groundline to

produce a sharp moment gradient on both sides of the loading point. In

addition, the full load force is imposed at a single point (or over a short bearing

length) so that compression damage perpendicular to the grain is difficult to

avoid. The method may overestimate pole strength because the volume of

material subjected to the maximum moment is relatively small as compared to

the 4-point load.

The major drawback of the ground-embedded test method is that the

test cannot be reproduced. Even though the stresses are accurately modeled

because the test is done as if it were a pole in service, the soil conditions vary

from site to site as well as seasonally. In addition, the uncontrolled soil

foundation compounds the experimental error.

Pole bending strength, or the modulus of rupture (MOR), is sometimes

adjusted to the groundline (MORGL), but even then, the value is premised on

the stress calculated at the location of failure. In order to accurately adjust

values to the groundline, the failure location, as well as the moment at failure,

must be readily identifiable.

However, failure locations in poles are difficult to pinpoint. Often, an

estimate is made in the neighborhood of the pole failure. Full-size cantilever
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and ground-embedded tests produce catastrophic failures where the pole is

broken completely apart. This failure can often be splintery, and extend over a

large volume of the pole with no clearly identifiable failure location. Even if

the locations of failure were obvious for the ground-embedded tests, the

bending moment would be only an estimate, as the foundation conditions

make the exact bending moment distribution unknown. The 3-point test

method has the rapidly changing moment distributed across the critical

through-bored region. Rapidly changing bending moments in this section

introduce subjectivity and inaccuracy into the MOR values. The test method

for accurately testing pole strengths should have a moment at failure that can

be reliably identified.

The Australian 4-point method has a constant bending moment in the

groundline area that reflects typical stresses at groundline and makes the

failure moment easy to calculate. Therefore, even if the exact location of the

failure is not pinpointed, the bending moment at failure will be accurately

determined. The major drawback of the 4-point method is that to produce the

constant moment region in the pole the shear force must be zero in this same

area. An engineering analysis of a loaded pole shows some shear at the

groundline. Furthermore, the moment and shear interaction may influence the

failure that would not otherwise be seen in a pure moment failure.

The 4-point test method described by Crews et al. (2004) has several

advantages over the other current pole test methods. The moments are

typical of those reported following field failures, the moment at failure is easily

identified over the imposed constant moment section, and the method is

controlled with measurements that can be accurately recorded. As a result,

the through-boring research developed a test methodology based on the

Australian 4-point bending test, with the addition of a relatively small amount of

shear at the groundline. The test is detailed so it may be reproducible for

future studies.



TEST METHOD DEMONSTRATION

Through-boring is a highly effective processing method that contributes

to the improved protection of poles. Greater chemical treatment penetration

helps to protect poles from internal decay. Other methods such as deep

incising, kerfing and radial drilled holes are also used to create preservative

pathways into poles, but they do not provide 100 percent preservative

penetration of the heartwood that is offered by through-boring. The effect of

through-boring on pole properties has been studied (Davidson and Brown

1961; Graham et al. 1969; Grassel 1969; Newbill et al. 1999), but the results

are limited or the conclusions contradictory. Even through-boring has been

used for over four decades, but the effect of through-boring on pole bending

strength remains poorly understood.

A recent study was conducted to provide a basis for a common

through-boring pattern. In this study, finite-element modeling was used to

assess several critical variables, such as hole size, hole spacing (longitudinal

and radial) and load orientation relative to the hole axis (Elkins 2005). A

preferred through-boring pattern (Figure 14) was developed using the finite-

element results, current literature, and previous preservative penetration data

(Morrell 1998). Finally, poles were through-bored and were tested to assess

the effect of the holes on the pole bending strength. To accurately identify the

effect of holes in the groundline section, a representative test method was

critical.
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Figure 14. Illustration of through-boring pattern showing a) hole spacing and
b) through-boring zone on pole.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

Poles were tested to examine the effect of the mechanical treatment,

through-bored holes in this case, applied over a region near the groundline

(Figure 14). The top portion of the pole was not of concern for this purpose so

the pole was shortened to a convenient length for ease of testing. The length

represented a reasonable span-depth ratio so that the pole still behaves as a

flexural element that is not shear critical. With those criteria, the length for the

test span (L) was three times the embedment length (I) of the pole with a 12-

in. (305mm) overhang on each end. The embedment length for poles is

typically 10 percent of the pole length plus 24 in. (610 mm). In our example
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and subsequent demonstration of the method, we used a 40-ft (12200 mm)

long pole. Thus,

I (embed. length) = 0.10*pole length + 24 in. (7)

= .10*(480 in.) + 24 in. = 72 in. (1829 mm)

L=3*l+24in. (8)

L = 3(72 in.) + 24 in. = 240 in. (6096 mm) total length

The poles were tested horizontally as simply supported beams with two

point loads at the ends of the through-bored region. The reaction bearing

points allowed the pole to rotate as well as move longitudinally. Wood saddles

were used at the bearing points, as well as the points of loading, to minimize

stress concentrations at these locations. The u-shaped saddles (11-in. [279

mm] long) were made out of Douglas-fir so the point of contact between the

two materials was of similar hardness.

The load was applied in the through-bored region to concentrate the

failure in this zone. The loading span was made 12-in. (305 mm) shorter than

the length of the through-bored zone, which is typically 60-in. (1524 mm) for

Class 4 poles. Reducing the loading length left 6-in. (152 mm) of the through-

bored zone on each side of the loading span.

The ratio between the two forces that would create a constant moment

region was calculated to be 4.6:1, with the larger force applied closest to the

butt end of the pole. Rounding up to the next whole number, 5:1, gave an

easy ratio for design and introduced a small amount of shear at the

groundline, slightly less than 1 percent of the total force.

An unequal, two-point load can be applied by either of two

mechanisms: (1) two actuators apply each load separately, or (2) the force is

applied using one actuator as a point load on a beam that acts as a lever arm.
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The control systems and hydraulic hardware make the first approach difficult.

The lever arm approach is simple and less expensive to implement. In this

case, the point load is set off center on the load head by the calculated

distance to give the desired ratio of forces.

Statics was used to calculate the required location for the point load to

produce the 5:1 force ratio at the end of the 48-in. (1220 mm) lever arm. The

point load must be 8-in. (203 mm) from the end of the lever arm closest to the

end where the larger load was needed, or 40-in. (1016 mm) from the opposite

end. The test dimensions and shear and moment diagrams are shown in

Figure 15. The fully assembled test apparatus is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Test configuration showing end reactions and loading head used to
assess bending strength of Douglas-fir distribution poles. Deflection
measured at load point above the groundline using floor-mounted
potentiometer.

Deflection was measured at the loading point above the groundline

using a large displacement potentiometer. The potentiometer was mounted

on the floor where it would not be damaged when the pole broke. Settlement

in the reactions was measured at each end using linearly variable differential

transformers (LVDTs). The end settlements were averaged and subtracted

from the measured deflection.

Force was measured by an electronic load cell mounted between the

load head and the hydraulic actuator. Hydraulic control and data acquisition

were managed using LabVIEW software. Force and displacement were

recorded at a rate of 1 Hz.



TEST METHOD APPLICATION

Elkins (2005) studied the effect of through-bored holes in the groundline

region, particularly the role of stress concentrations around the holes and how

they may influence failure. There is a characteristic "dip" in stress

concentration factors for cylinders in pure bending where, due to the presence

of the holes, the factors grow in magnitude as the hole size changes (Pilkey

1997). Thus, it may be possible to identify an optimum hole size. Assessing

the hole size-effect on embedded poles may not accurately represent a

cylinder in pure bending. Instead, the experimental method for testing the pole

should create stresses at the groundline that would be typical of in-service

conditions. As a result, the moment distribution and characterization at

groundline become even more critical.

The effect of through-boring on bending strength in utility poles was

evaluated using the apparatus and test method outlined. An experiment was

designed as a completely randomized design with hole size as the treatment

source of variation (no hole, 114-in. (6.35 mm), 1/2-in. (12.7 mm), 3/4-in. (19.1

mm), and 1-in. (25.4mm)) and with 28 replicates of each treatment.

Knots and other potentially influential wood features visible on the

surface of the pole were mapped in the through-bored region, 36-in, to 96-in.

(914 mm to 2438 mm) from the butt end. Features outside of this zone should

not affect bending strength for most of the poles tested. Moisture content and

wood characteristics were determined from disks cut near the failure after the

test. The 240-in. (6097 mm) pole sections were loaded at a rate of 0.01-

in/sec (0.254 mmlsec). A typical test lasted 6 to 8 minutes, which is

consistent with the test duration for other wood based structural products.

The test method produced failures that were generally between the two

loading points with the bending tension failures as the most dominant mode of

failure. Many failures involved a combination of modes and the most typical
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combination were tension and shear failure modes. Compression failure on

the pole surface was frequently observed prior to pole failure, especially in

poles with large holes. These features were often found in conjunction with

other ultimate failure modes. Four poles had a distinct, brash failure where the

pole broke almost entirely through the cross-section and the failure surface

had jagged, sharp edges.

An assessment of mean bending strengths (Table 4) showed that there

was no difference between the control, 1/4-in. (6.35 mm), and 1/2-in. (12.7

mm) hole treatments. However, the 3/4-in. (19.1 mm) and 1-in. (25.4 mm)

hole treatments had significantly lower bending strengths than the control

group at the 5-percent probability level.

Table 4. MOR for Douglas-fir poles with varying through-bored hole
diameters.

Bending strength variability among the treatment groups was affected

by the through-boring treatment. The coefficient of variation (COV) for the

control group was 18 percent, while those of all hole treatments were lower,

between 11 percent for the 1/2-in, hole (12.7 mm) group and 13 percent for

the 1/4-in, hole (6.35 mm) group. Furthermore, the lower 50 percent of the

data for the treatment groups with holes appeared to be more tightly grouped.

The presence of the holes appeared to concentrate the failures more than the

presence of knots alone. The effect of reduced variability can be seen in the

Hole Diameter,
in. (mm)

MOR, psi
(kPa)

MOR
COV (%)

0 7353 (50,697) 18

1/4 (6.35) 7207 (49,691) 13

1/2 (12.7) 6860 (47,298) 11

3/4(19.1) 6554(45,188) 12

1 (25.4) 6187 (42,658) 12
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estimates of the lower 5-percent parametric and nonparametric tolerance limit

values. A complete presentation of the data and statistical analysis are given

in Elkins (2005).

CONCLUSIONS

The current ASTM wood pole testing methods have inadequacies that

prevent accurate and reliable strength data comparisons. The cantilever

method produces atypical failure modes from the crushing of the pole at the

clamping point. Furthermore, the test is cumbersome in its data collection

methods for deflection and has substantial safety issues attendant to debris at

failure. The 3-point method suffers from a nonrepresentative moment diagram

of true pole bending moments and a rapidly changing bending moment

distribution that introduces a source of error in the MOR calculation for the

pole. Finally, ground-embedded pole tests are not reproducible for a large test

sample size or between laboratories.

The 4-point bending test with a full-length span produced a moment

distribution similar to that of a ground-embedded pole. Its constant moment

region improved the accuracy of the failure moment identification, and its

methodology is easily and accurately reproduced.

The 4-point bending method addressed the concerns for testing related

to repeatability, safety, and appropriate stress distribution. The proposed

bending test was established to introduce a small amount of shear at the

groundline so that the failure moment could still be reliably predicted and

includes some moment and shear interaction that occurs in a pole in-service.

A methodology for testing as well as a detailed explanation of the testing

apparatus provides a workable framework for future testing of wood poles

using this method. The proposed method could be used to evaluate the
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effects of mechanical treatments to construction pole as well as utility poles,

piles, and other round timbers as appropriate.
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General Conclusions

The widespread use of through-boring since its introduction over 40

years ago is a testament to the effectiveness of this practice for protecting

Douglas-fir poles from internal decay. Effective and efficient design, however,

as well as advances in streamlining the application of the through-boring

process can be made only when the effect of the practice on wood properties

is better understood. The present work addressed this issue and found that,

from a mechanical perspective, through-boring did not significantly affect the

bending strength of the utility poles when performed in accordance with certain

provisions.

The current research focused failures in the through-bored region of a

Class 4 utility pole, which is coincident with the ground line in this size pole.

The majority of poles that are through bored are larger and have stresses that

are at a maximum higher up the pole. Future studies of how the holes at the

groundline affect breaking strengths of larger poles are warranted.

Finite-element analyses showed that typical boring patterns did not

significantly impact peak stresses around holes. Linear elastic models

showed that moderate spacings did not negatively affect the stress

concentrations around holes. Loading the pole perpendicular to the axis of the

through-bored holes was shown to be the preferred way to load the holes

through finite-element modeling. This confirms the current installation practice

used by industry where poles are set with the through-bored holes aligned with

the line.

It is suggested that through-boring spacing considerations be

conservatively based on patterns that will establish adequate preservative

coverage. Furthermore, hole edge distances should be maximized to keep

holes out of high bending stress regions while maintaining preservative

coverage that can effectively protect the pole from decay.
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Testing through-bored poles with hole sizes as a treatment revealed

that smaller holes, (1/4-in. (6.35 mm) and 1/2-in. (12.7 mm) holes), moderately
spaced did not significantly affect the mean MOR values. Furthermore, if we
examine the parametric tolerance limit (PTL) values, the basis typically used

for properties in wood design, we find all but the largest hole size boring

pattern had higher values. This was a result of the lower strength variation

exhibited by poles with holes.

Reduced MOR variability in poles with holes introduced in the

groundline zone may be indicative of reduced stress concentrations in and
around the critical through-bored region of the pole. The presence of holes

appeared to improve stress flow around knots, causing the lower tail bending

strengths to be higher than in poles with no holes. This result is supported

theoretically and empirically in literature. At some point, however, holes

become large enough to control even the lower tail bending strengths and

their addition to the pole no longer benefits the variability in bending strength.

This occurrence was observed between the 3/4-in. (19 mm) and 1-in. (25 mm)
holes. This may be the point where the holes were larger than typical knots in
this region and, as a result, reduced the strength of the pole below that of
poles without the through-boring holes.

Other mechanical treatments are also used for protecting the

groundline of poles. The most common alternative to through-boring is radial
drilling. Further research should be made comparing the strengths of the two
treatments to assess their relative effects on pole properties.

The bending strength results of this study seemed influenced by the

presence and location of knots, the frequency and density of which is related
to the tree species. Further statistical analysis could shed additional light on

this observation. Until that analysis is complete, correlations from this study to
species other than Douglas-fir should be made with caution.
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Finally, a test method was developed for testing round, wood members
in bending. This was necessary because the current standard methods

inadequately represent the stresses of an in-service, cantilever pole,

embedded in soil. This is a critical deficiency for testing because the stress
distribution is essential for assessing the effect of the loading on strength. The
inherent inaccuracies in predicting the failure moment necessitated a
departure from the standard methods. The stress output data used for
evaluating the poles are only reliable if the true moment at failure is used as
input. The modified test set-up produced an easily identifiable failure moment.
The proposed test method, with its advantages, will be useful for testing poles
and piles for other applications.
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APPENDIX A. FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS

GLOBAL POLE MODEL

The present study began establishing a standard through-boring pattern

by using finite-element methods to model a 40-ft long, Class 4, tapered

cantilever pole with groundline and tip diameters equal to 11.55-in, and 7.5-in.,

respectively. It was not intended to use the computer modeling as a detailed

investigation of the true magnitude of stresses in the pole but rather as a

general indicator of trends in stress concentrations as they related to several

parameters of interest.

The pole was modeled as a homogeneous three-dimensional object

where solid elements were used to represent the volume. The highest order

element available was used to improve the model accuracy. The element

used was the Solid Element 95 from the standard ANSYS® library. This

element is a 20-node isoparametric element that could be condensed from

brick-shape to a tetrahedron. The global coordinate system used X and Y as

orthogonal diameters across the grain and Z as the longitudinal axis of the

pole. The boundary conditions fixed all translational degrees of freedom at the

surface area from the groundline to the butt end.

Linear, elastic, orthotropic properties were for Coastal Douglas-fir as

obtained from the Wood Handbook (Table Ia). The radial and tangential

elastic properties were averaged so that the stiffness matrix represented a

planar isotropic material, which has a longitudinal modulus of elasticity. This is

a common material assumption used when modeling solid wood. Shear

moduli were determined from the typical ratios established for Douglas-fir

(Table 4-I. USDA 2001). The value for the primary Poisson ratio, VXY, was

determined by averaging the two values given for Douglas fir (USDA 2001) in
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the vxy and VYX plane. The two other Poisson ratios were calculated using the

compliance matrix.

Table Ia. Elastic properties for pole models (green moisture content).

E E Ey Gxy Gyz Gxz VXY VYZ Vx2

1.72e6 1.0e5 1.0e5 12000 1.22e5 1.22e5 .383 .024 .024

To validate the global model, a test load of 1-kip was applied to the pole

model 2-ft below the tip. The model output was compared against stresses

calculated using simple elastic theory. The range of non-peak, nominal

stresses was within 10 tol 5 percent of predicted stresses for a cantilever fixed

at the groundline, and the maximum and minimum stresses occurred, as

predicted, at the top of the restricting boundary conditions (the groundline).

Thus, the model was accepted as valid.

The model was then modified by incorporating 28 borings arranged in

the Merz pattern in the zone from 2-ft above to 3-ft below the pole groundline.

This was achieved by superimposing solid volumes that represented the size

of the hole of interest into the pole and then subtracting that volume from the

larger pole model. This left a hole perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the

pole, typical of that seen in a through-bored pole. However, the complex

geometry created by the addition of the borings made it difficult to achieve

numerical convergence in the full-scale model. The peak stresses were of

primary importance in the current research. However, the model was not

sufficiently refined to provide a detailed stress analysis around the hole

perimeters (Figure la).

Further refinement of the hole area could not be achieved and still have

the model run to completion. Attempts to further simplify the geometry by

removing the section of pole below ground and modifying the boundary



Figure 1 a. Part of the full-scale model showing lack of stress refinement
around the holes.

SUBMODEL

The submodel was used to examine the parameters relating to the

development of a through-boring pattern: hole size, hole spacing, and load

direction. All of these were evaluated in terms of peak stress concentration

factors (SCF5). SCFs were defined as the maximum stress (o), in or around

the hole, divided by the nominal stress in the region if the hole was not

included. Because maximum peak stresses were of interest, elemental stress

solutions were used rather than nodal solutions, which averages the stresses

at the element boundaries. The elemental stresses gave more conservative

stress values for the output.

The submodel was a small portion of the pole, 24-in, in length from the

groundline and above. The same elastic properties were used for the
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conditions did not adequately reduce the problem. Therefore, submodeling

was employed for a detailed stress analysis around the borings.
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submodel as outlined for the global pole model. The area at the groundline of

the submodel had all available degrees of freedom fixed. For Solid Element

95, this was three degrees of freedom for translation in the X, Y, and Z

directions. The submodel was loaded by imposing a displacement on the free

end of the submodel object. This was a more efficient computational

approach than applying a force as it did not produce false peak stresses that

are common around applied point loads, and it adequately represented the

section subjected to mechanical forces. A displacement of 1/8-in, was

imposed on the submodel, which produced stresses within the typical service

level stresses of a pole.

The submodel consistently showed peak stresses occurring inside of

the boring hole. This finding was consistent with the literature and confirmed

the general adequacy of the submodel results (Jessop et al. 1959, ESDU

1989, and Thum and Kirmser 1943, [cited in Pilkey 1997]).

Model Meshing

In order to correctly mesh the submodel, attempts were made to

converge the stress output using automatic meshing levels until a stable stress

solution was reached, but this was beyond the software capabilities.

Therefore, to investigate the influence of mesh refinement on the stress

output, a plate model was used because it required fewer nodes.

The plate model dimensions were 2-in, by 12-in, by 24-in., in thickness,

width, and length respectively with a hole in the center on the face. The Solid

Element 95 was used to model the three-dimensional volume with planar

isotropic elastic properties matching those of the global model. The boundary

conditions were fixed in X, Y, and Z directions at the base, and a deflection

was imposed on the top corner nodes. A plate model is shown for the two

different hole sizes meshed at the ANSYS® automatic meshing level 1, the

highest refinement possible (Figure 2a).
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All 10 levels for automatic meshing that are standard in ANSYS® were

applied to the plate model but no stable solution emerged where the change in

maximum stresses was relatively small when comparing the differences

between two hole sizes (Table 2a). This indicates that the meshing may have

an effect on the output and, for purposes of this research, should be kept

relatively constant when comparing outputs.

Table 2a. Plate model stresses at various mesh levels for two hole sizes.

a
maximum stress around the hole perimeter

b
percent change in a from next coarse mesh

7/16-in. 5/16-in.

Mesh level
(psi)

Changeb

(%)
aza

(psi)

Changeb

(%)
10 17637 N/A 20147 N/A

9 18000 -2% 17363 14%

8 17477 3% 20031 -15%

7 20294 -16% 21272 -6%

6 21826 -8% 22150 -4%

5 21500 1% 21600 2%

4 22100 -3% 21300 1%

3 22300 -1% 25100 -18%

2 23100 -4% 23000 8%

1 23400 -1% 26100 -13%
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Figure 2a. Plate model for two different hole sizes; (a) 5/16-in, hole, Level 1
refinement and (b) 7/16-in, hole, Level 1 refinement.
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Building on the outcomes of the plate submodel, the mesh in the pole

submodel should be the same for all models where direct comparisons are

made in order to minimize the effect of the mesh. However, producing

consistent meshes around holes with different diameters proved challenging.

A "looser" mesh was necessarily created around the larger holes than the

smaller holes due to geometry. As a result, direct comparisons of stress

concentrations may not be appropriate when examining the hole size

parameter given the impact on stresses as a function of mesh level as seen in

the plate model. Furthermore, since peak stresses were occurring on the

inside of the hole surface, additional mesh refinement applied inside the hole

area as opposed to outside the hole was examined in order assess the impact

on the SCFs trends. Two mesh refinements applied inside the hole area were

examined; one, in which the mesh refinement was held constant, and the

second, in which refinement was increased in the areas with larger holes

(Figure 3a).

The two different refinement procedures produced very similar

numerical results in terms of maximum stress, however, the refined mesh

produced lower, and thus, less conservative SCFs. The overall behavior of

the SCFs was also very similar for both refinements. Therefore, it was

assumed that the increasing levels of refinement for the larger hole sizes did

not produce more accurate stress outputs and the submodeling for this

research used a fixed mesh definition for all parameters and models. A

summary of actual stresses (Table 3a) for both levels of refinement is provided

as well as the overall general behavior for both levels as a function of hole size

(Figure 4a). This is for the loading applied perpendicular to the hole, which

was a force in the X-direction.
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Figure 3a. Mesh pattern inside the 1-in. holes with two different levels of mesh
refinement; (a) 1-in, hole, Level 1 refinement, (b)1-in. hole, Level 2 refinement.



Constant mesh level refinement Increasing mesh level refinement

7.60
7.50
7.40
7.30
7.20
7.10

U)
7.00
6.90
6.80
6.70
6.60

1/4

Compression SCF (FX)

1/2 3/4 1

Hole Diameter

1 1/4
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Table 3a. Summary of submodel stress output for loading in the X-direction.

Figure 4a. The effect of SCF as a function of hole diameter with force applied
in the X-direction (FX).

THROUGH-BORING PATTERN PARAMETERS

Hole Size

The submodels for hole size effect were first constructed with a single

horizontal hole passing through the centroid of the submodel. Loading was

applied perpendicular (FX) and parallel (FY) to the hole axis. Loads applied

perpendicular to the hole axis did not produce maximum tension stresses at

Hole
0 (in.)

Mesh
Level (psi) SCF

Hole
0 (in.)

Mesh
Level (psi) SCF

1/4 1 -7506 7.51 1/4 1 -7506 7.51

1/2 1 -7237 7.24 1/2 1 -7237 7.24

3/4 1 -6821 6.82 3/4 2 -6696 6.70

1 1 -7086 7.09 1 2 -6870 6.87

1 1/4 1 -6937 6.94 1 1/4 3 -6825 6.83

--Level 1
Refinement

-- Increasing
Refinement
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the hole because the axis of the hole was located along the neutral axis of the

section. As a result, the hole was offset approximately 2-in, from center in the

submodel to position the hole in a region of higher bending stress. This

produced a peak stress at the hole instead of the groundline, which was

necessary to investigate the impact of the hole size. The offset in the X-

direction was adjusted for each hole size, so that the edge of the hole was the

same distance from the perimeter of the pole, and therefore, the edge of the

hole was exposed to the same bending stress regardless of hole diameter.

The maximum compression stresses were located at the hole for both

loading conditions, but the maximum tensile stresses were at the boundary of

the submodel where the area was fixed from translation. The impact of hole

size on peak stresses was not conclusive due to the variability introduced by

the mesh differences between hole sizes. As a result, general trends in SCFs

in terms of hole size were noted and compared with the outcome predicted by

the supporting literature. No one hole size emerged as optimal in terms of

SCFs, however, for both loading directions as well as both tension and

compression stresses, the smallest hole size tended to have higher SCFs.

This supports the literature by Pilkey (1997).

Hole Spacing

A set of models was created to represent a through-bored section with

multiple holes and various pattern spacings where spacings in the Z and X

directions were considered. The presence of the numerous holes increased

the complexity of the model limiting refinement of the hole areas as well as the

overall meshing. As a result, a relatively coarse mesh was necessary or the

model would not converge. Despite the lack of refinement, the mesh was

repeatable because the hole size was constant. This allowed a more exact

direct comparison of the peak stresses to optimize the hole spacing.



Figure Sa. The 2x3 and 2x5 spacing patterns on the submodel. Spacing
patterns for 1 .5x3 and 1 .5x5 are similar.

The summary of the results (Figure 6a) shows the difference due to

longitudinal spacings, 3-in, compared to 5-in., was small for both models. The

difference seen in the lateral spacing was a function of the hole edge distance

and not a function of the spacing. These results show that holes do not

interact with respect to stress distribution at those spacings.
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Longitudinal spacings that produced an even number of holes along a

15-in. section were utilized to produce four hole spacing models (transverse by

vertical spacing): 1.5-in, by 3-in., 1.5-in, by 5-in., 2-in, by 3-in, and 2-in, by 5-in.

spacings. Two of the models are shown in Figure 5a.



Figure 6a. Comparisons for 1-by and 2-by spacing patterns of bending
stresses (az) in a 15-in. submodel with multiple holes.

Edge Distance

Three submodels were used to assess edge distance. These

represented two different classes of poles and three different sizes. One

model was the submodel used throughout the evaluation of the other

parameters representing a Class 4, 40-ft pole. The others were modeled

based on the minimum circumference published by ANSI 05.1 (2002) for a

Class 2 pole and were 55 and 70 ft in length. The other two sizes were

introduced to assess if there was a size effect for the edge distance SCFs.

One fixed hole size, 1/2-in., was placed in the center of the pole

longitudinally and offset a specified edge distance. The clear edge distance

ranged from 3.5-in, to 1-in, and was changed in 1/2-in, increments. The

nominal stresses used in the SCF formula were estimated using an

approximation of a linear step increase from the center of the cross-section to

the edge of the pole and the peak stress was taken from the maximum stress

around the hole.

The results showed that the SCFs increased approximately uniformly

until the 1 .0-in, edge distance where a sharper increase was seen (Figure 7a).

This suggests that edge distance will be a critical parameter in pattern

definition.
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Figure 7a. SCFs as a function of edge distance in three pole classifications.
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Loading direction

The effect of loading direction on the poles with through-bored holes

was examined throughout the entire computer modeling with various hole size

and hole spacing models. The loads were applied to most of the parameter

models in both the X and Y directions.

The results consistently showed that the loads applied perpendicular to

the hole axis produced lower peak stresses than the loads applied parallel to

the hole axis. The inference from this result is that the pole should be oriented

in-service with the holes perpendicular to the main bending loads (wind

perpendicular to the line).



APPENDIX B. SAMPLE SIZE DETERMINATION

The number of poles needed for the test, r, was estimated using basic

probability and statistics. The tolerance limits (parametric and nonparametric)

were estimated based on 95 percent content at a 75 percent confidence level.

The other variables necessary for the estimate were obtained using the 1961

PGE test data as guidance since these poles were similar to those used in the

present study. Breaking strengths from the PGE tests were used to calculate

the variance, a, and to estimate the one other parameter needed for the

estimate, an error value, 8. It is difficult to predict how the breaking strengths

will differ for the various hole sizes, so an estimate of the error term is used. It

was proposed that breaking strengths between treatment groups may differ by

10 percent or less. If correct, then the effect of hole size is minimal.

Therefore, using the 10 percent estimate as a lower bound, an error parameter

was estimated by calculating 10 percent of the mean breaking strengths from

the PGE test: 10 percent (2500 Ib) = 250 lb. Inputting these estimated

values, a test size of 22 poles for each treatment group is needed to detect a

difference in breaking strengths of 250 lb.

r2(t0+ti)2()2 (Ia)

2(2.074+.686)2(300)2
250

r=22
However, for estimating near-minimum properties, ASTM D2915 (2005)

provides a table of values for the 5 percent nonparametric tolerance limit

(NTL). The sample size for a first order statistic at the 75 percent confidence

level is 28 poles, which is a conservative number to ensure an adequate test

population. Therefore, 28 poles of each treatment group were used in the

study.
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APPENDIX C. PRESERVATIVE PENETRATION COVERAGE

Assuming the average preservative penetration values proposed by the

Utility Pole Cooperative at Oregon State University (1998), coverage for the

four patterns were drawn to illustrate the expected coverage provided by the

pattern using four different hole sizes. The outer 2-in, is assumed to be fully

treated (hatched region in Figure 8A). The treatment plumes for each hole

size suggest that coverage is best with the 1/4-in, holes and is probably

adequate with the 1-in, hole size. Preservative treatment appears to be most

uniform for the 1/2-in, hole size.
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APPENDIX ft FAILURE MODES

Figure 9a. Failure modes. (a) tension failure around knots, (b) shear failure
around edge of hole, (C) compression failure, (d) brash failure.
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APPENDIX E. TESTING APPARATUS DESIGN DETAIL DRAWINGS

The test appartus as designed and fabricated for this project is

illustrated in this section and its principal parts which are the reaction supports

and the load assemby. The testing fixture parts were all made from structural

steel. The reaction supports included the base and the cradle. The base was

designed to attach to the flange of a steel I-beam embedded in the structural

floor. The cradle unit was designed to support the pole and provide free

rotation.

The load arm assembly was designed to apply the differentiated loads.

It was attached to the rod end of the hydraulic actuator using a clevis mount.

The clevis mount was affixed to the load cell.

The load cell used in this test was rated at 200k (Manufacturer:

Interface; Model: I 24OBMT-200K; Serial number: I 048896A).

The displacement potentiometer was rated for a 10-in, displacement

(Manufacturer: MTS/Tempsonic; Model: 243.70T; Serial number: 2010787).

The LVDT's were rated for 1/8-in, displacement (Manufacturer:

Schaevitz Engineering; Model: GCA-121-125; Serial numbers: 4095,4083).

Signal conditioners were used in conjunction with the LVDT's

(Manufacturer: Schaevitz Engineering; Model: ATA 2001; Serial number:

2189,2191).

The string potentiometer was rated for 24-in, displacement

(Manufacturer: UniMeasure; Model: P-15A; Serial number: 24083037).
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Figure lOa. General details for one support as constructed (2 parts: base and
cradle). Pole inserted for clarity.



Figure ha. Base support details.
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Figure 12a. Cradle details.
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Figure 13a. Loading apparatus details.
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APPENDIX F. KNOT MAPS

Maps were noted everywhere along the through-bored region. This

was done by snapping a chalk line down the center of the pole, which was

defined as the face of the pole, 90 degrees counter-clockwise to the reference

side of the pole. This was the side of the pole where the drilling template was

applied. The longitudinal and circumferential position and diameter of every

knot greater than 1/2-in, was recorded. These knots were laid out on a grid

with the failure location to visually represent the data. All 140 data sheets for

the poles are given.
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NOTES:

.2

T.9,.i

p ec c poe

Rtt PflC C PCE

W.IghtØb.) 4'lo
L...gth(ft) I3'I)-,'
V.IadIy..0)f c4-c

No.'rof. aid.

194

4

,.

LIII
I....III., 2:

1
1

I

I
1 i_Li

0 0



PoIe# 7S
PMU ORDER TE$TEO # /

cw___.. Wlt flb.
B .(ft)
ThE V.1ofty..oU.)

Edg. dI.t.n* fin.)
R.f 3d. No*..f $Id.

D).tn. front b.* .,d tIL) 0
D.fl.t.(In.) I. R
ThIk,,.*. )h..'Y -

w.l.,t )5fl)
w.t

NOTEs

D

TMSI In) dna. U. oot. 2

Lnn.NOfl Son. bnl.nd ft)
I. f.*Ion. U. bon.d
Wy.,.I of ho).. In ),IhnS IU.n

9
Rut t pr c pl)/:'

'j5r/? C c-c,7

Tip *pr c4

195



64 t

7 t

41 t

31 t

Polo # 9 ( A DATE TE$TED /;
P M. OEOt TEETED1 88

Ø..)

71

EdE.
R.f. sI ;

*.m b1t .nd Ift) ')
Dfam.t..ih4 fl'tiL 11w, U'k)
Tb) n..)b)44

- 2LYs" ',')
W.)gM (g

w.t 4fl (;:44)
D.y./M4 (F '14

TIl.(d,,g.
Qh %'/'

Le..00 *., b..E*nd It).)
I. f.Ib),. b) b...d q*o.?
ty..,I.)h.I.. b..pI...?

NOTES
2

1/

p pjh

W.lt) (lbS) 4 ¶ 7
L..91h)ft)
V.lodly..,. ())2 / c L

No...Sf. Sb). -

196

,' 48 4 4
.,c

tD4 -. 1

alull
sl 4

j__
T4

lull
liii

I
I6 4 8

0 0
± r3 O pute



Pole # n1713 DATrTESTW

PMr ccgTesTgD 4r / 7

Cbu.4I.g.,* fin)

Tip
Edg. d.,o. 0...)

R.f$l

Rk
Ol.t...s. (IL)r I

ii
mId. *(in r, (+'. +'.)
W.Ig$.I 1gm)

w.t +90 (si3
o.yr (j

Tot.ItoIflnq.r 4-' 40 i1 4k'
d .h,q. h Fr 20 7 L '

HtoddI.n. 17 1fo i',.)

I.tIo.. frm b..tt.nd (ft.)r
I. (.4..m h bo..d ,.gIo..?

y..1o4 (mIS. IS 1.11.,. pIS...?r

HOTESr 49c i1 '
<-' ,_._,;7

T rç

L..gth(ft4: $ --
453

Vr+7

9
I

197



Pole # '/I (. oasio
ORDER TEsTED: d

Øn)
a.m ;V'
Tip ,

dg. dI.t.no. (h)
R.t, Eid.

I,..,. btt.nd (ft)
D4.m..iM4 A14' SI'Ih (UY. /o)
Th4.s. (U) it.
WIpM ip.)

w.t 2.R- L12
Dy iJ

,è In iS )TIi.Ho,2 U., 10 (l i)
H.twOd 07i

bt t irA C)c pole

WeIgH (lbs)
L.ngth(ft.)

N-.f*4d. /,#"

198

Iodon bát pd Ift)
I. I.Ih In b...d ,.çlon? "
P i'... * nI hnIn. In tIk.

NOTES - 2CU ,,,. gS --
-14'c,j F3v'



3.i t t

199

Olan.t.(4o) : :: & 1I /,)
Th4dna..On 2.'1 2

WS45htf54flw.t: je1
D.y: /'& 2.,2

TotalIoffloçs: 3?)
' ( I6I)

HS..taSodtE..o. 0 c

Loo.0.o koo, boft ..,d 4ft

PoIe# OATS 1S1ED:

PM.o oTEsTEo 15

CNof..00. 4404 W.45444 (tb.4: 12..
L.oth(ft): 10

2 v.Ioofty,..4nN4 f4r3
Edg.d.t.,,c.4k,}

F14. Sfd.: Noo-..f. 540.: /

It vs.. sot hoIs 40 P.540.0.0.?:

NOTES: /2; i0E2 e

ç 2 0/

/,6;.



Pole # /00 E *i sio5 PS
PN

Ob...,.b.(b.): If (1v,
3 lA y

W,M (gm) ?: 41.14
::.?

Ttol * of fl9. I
TeblIofflt000ft2

L000fM., fro... boft Ot'd (ft.)
I. fob)..., I.. bo.,d .g)ott?
It y.., 9 of bob. to 10th... p1..,.?: l

3

ti 'rci :f pcte

/1

200

CIOOflf.*n. 0..) W.gbt0b. 4 o 9
37 L.09th(ft.): 2

t1p 33L- Vobootty.00tf) t:
Ed9. .9.t. tb.)

Rof. Eta.: No.of. Eta.:

NO?ES tJ



Polo # DATE TE$TED /
p M.

Cnmte..ne. Un4

Ed. dIet. (h
Re&$d. 2-

O..fr.n,bdt.nd(ft 4 1

D1emetsØ4 /I L ?4)
fldekn..s Øn: 3 (1 '/. 4

n)

D'y
(

Id r (ti. i
..teeod . ?

Len.lton from bdt end (ft
le f.Ih... I., bee.d ..g4en?: /i'
te ye*. led hot.. In t.Iho. PInen?: 2

i 44:9t c
;!tJ tO fO,: pft'. ('- / r ,yj

r:p roc4 of pop

NOTEs,

ORDER IteSTED:

W.tghtUb.)
Length

V.thcdV.m IEW'

Non.f. $16 2

(.f

ut E'OO

201



Pole # J:

P M.,

U,.J
81t
Tip: 3Z

Edg. AM:)

R.f81d.: 2"

7 1/

- Dry: !?
101 ,lns:

T04.I $01 floy. I., oifl. 2.' f
H 0od..r: i- .

L0r.o., Ire.,. b.Ri ond (ft.):
N loiN.. In bored r*00l: /
Wy.., I eqt.eN.b, lNr. $boe.:

NOTES: /-i:j..%
: ':'

T:pri LF p)'e

0
}t± enc z#

DATE TESTED:

ORDER TESTED: /J

l,..gth (114: jq U
V.N0Ii7.o. (iV. i4 14r)

Ny..reLSid.:

202



Pole # DATE TESTED:

p OØDERTESTEQ./2

CWcu.n. lb.)
B..tt
Tip

Edge (k)
R.f.Sid.:

D..fmb.t...dØL)
(Ifl.) P

Thkbn.,. (In):- - -.

W.gM 1gm)wet :--!
Te.l S O.b.g$ 4: /
Teb.i Se) l. mb.. -

H...lwoed -'

Le..Soo from boti otiS (04 -

I. (obo.. I.. bomd r.qioo
H ye.. I ef hel.. In bOom pbm? 2-

NOTES

- :JL/P :3

Tp :cA

0
Iutt P4C t)F po(e

welsfrt libel:
L.ngS. IIt) -:

VO4OS*V.o. (NO?

Non.mf. lid.: f

203



6' t 14 4

Butt e'c

(2 ' 4 4 3!)2 ]6

GL '

204

t
-I

4 ) -

/1

Pole # D DATRTE$TED ';-4-- 04
PM.,: Z9 qc, OR TESTED

un.) W.IQM (lb.):
L.npth(ft) _IJ_

Tip: V.k,dty.o. )ft¼):

Rn). lbd.. No.f. Rid.:

Oidlbnn. frnin b. .nd 4IL / f
DI...i.(k.) io/ £
Thkkn...lm.I: i4 if ( i1i "
WntRht (U..)

l: ZoZ.')
Di): (2.)3)

Tht.iRoid.,g 44 4) (/u ;3
Tot iRof.ng.mooid.2 :, . (ii ')
14...tn.00ddid..,.d. i? V'/i ( 94)

I.oiidlon tino bnU nod (It). .1 4/

In boind .0gb.?:
Ify... R of hobo hi f. $nne?

NOT1R: 7N'b /) C)O7

f:_,



PoIe# DATETESIW:

PM ORURTETW

(_TIoI.kg.h,.r
H...lwood .tV. .: ',

L000 from bt* .nd (ft): (' Z'
I. fIk, I.. bo.d A/4

7
NOTES -j2'' (

Lp oF pote

Put end i pole

205

CI.mN,.n. 1k,.) W.49M (Ib
L.9th)ft) -c'

T1p V.dty.4fW.J S

Edg. '4

Ok,tn.f b.m.nd (ft) '

- 3

3 'I

p4



Pole # DATE TESTED:

;6 :C:) OfWENTESTED /35

)U)

Tip:
Pg (h.)

R.f Sid.:

:

ThI.kn...(h4: i 2 ( 3
W.JqN IsmI

w.t
Oy:

TPt.I#oIfl.p.Ino.t.2 7i (t
Ltio. W0 b.fl . (It):
I. b.t.p. In b..d r...1: ,
If I ol I.oI.. In SIb.. .?:

NOTES: (Z/ fr
7?f'fTf/ :'/

Tip enc 3F pce

C
Butt poc4 of pole

W(pht (lb.):
L.ngIh(IL)

-' ,
NIn-Ipt lId.: 2.,

4-

206



Pole # DATE TE3TED

PM. - iF1 oADTESTE $7

(k.) WM4

Tip V3ltp.. tfES)

Ed0 di.i..i. (Hi)
fl.t. si. 2 PHiui.*f. 8M. /

DHiHiii.fr.nbi.tI.d(ft) '
o.Hiip.) Z ITicftn) ;$ ;

w.t (
D.y i2 ;35

THIEOIrInU. 2t -Z-_ (
4 (7

Ke. .oddi.ii.t.

to.Uoi, fr..i butt ...d t-) 1 ?
Hi HitbiS M b..d

ttS I uthol.. U HiI. pbu..?r

NOTE*

pIr ,' ,k'/
ôrr T7

i pr of poe

Butt er- Qf potc

207

0 0



Pole # S C- DATE TWFD: 5 5-
p ORDER TESTED:4 61

0.,.) W.Sht (IbE):
L...gIh(fl. F!

Tip: Vuio)ty..,, (fEE'

R.t Sid.: H..-.l. 514.:

010$.... P0.0 bOtt.od 41L)
Ol0.l..(k.1 -

w.we'
w.t C1-" C-f'
01$: ( 43) .3L7)

f5il
Lo.4.., fio..i bidt*iid IS):
1*1 l.l.bo..d,gio.?: :
Ify... S of hole. 3., leIho. pl.*1

NOTES: -$-T-,i E
/

evd
t

TofOl Sof flog. 14 o r: - --

B.Att of

208



Polo #
PM..

Cl,.of...o. (1..)

Rot lId.

DI01.000 R00 butt OOd Ift
O*o.01. (1.J

W.Ight (gn)
w.t -

Oty

TcI#Iddnq.IoeuS..2: -
H...t0.od d1.mM..,

t.0.utott *m butt tod (ft)r
I. 1011..,. 1.. b00d l.I00?
Ii y0., lof bob. b folk.,. plo.,.? f4
NOTttS: /C 7

:7' J

Butt enc c+ polE?

DATtt TEStEO

I I

W01gI.t(Ib.1

Voboolty..,. (Mo)' -

No.,..l. SId. 2

209

a a



Pole # it DATE TESTED - -
P M

(h..)
e..t
T 32-

Edg.di.t.n.)
R.tSld

(ft)r )
(/i

3 * (. 4
W.4h (g

w.t /47.)
oy 2+-/ 1.

TOe(d..g. 777 (; 21
To4.$ S o4.g, k E ? 7 h 3 /7

(s:

ho b..ft.nd (fU
f.lk k b.d S5SS?

Wy... Soh.I.. h 51...?

NOTES N-7 (;)

Tp irc1 poft'

ORDER TES1ED ii 5

W.1t Øb. c .8
L..gthft) 2('
v.locIty.o. UVS) 7 '

4

O
CL
) ;

210



6f t

frn.,I (IL)
I. f&II.. In b.d ..qn?
W y. f bI 1, f.ik.. pn.?

- e 4

C

MOTEL

1' pore
c

RLt end of poi'

½
.._.

I

211

PoIe# :4 DATE TESTFD 'JD
P M. q oDERrESTETh I

fln) W.Igtd 4.):S r)
BIt L.ngdI4ft
TIp iJ V10d1y.n. (IV*

Edi. d.t...o. (In.)
No.,-If.Sd.

Olntoc. fr01 b od
Dl*m.t.r (k( .o Y.
Thkk..sI 4k.( 2, :.x,
W.gM(gn)

)
TinIlo.W,g. ,. _)
ThtnI #ot n.gs n



Pole # /I 3 DATE TE$TED-

P M.: OOR TES /1 /

c_. ø.-)
1*

Edg. dtA* ft,,I
R&$kW:

QL
DIUt.frombUU..,d(ft):

W9*fl ()
w.t -

TotalfflnU.
T0t1 0 dng. m 2

H..od '

L.tto. fr.,. b.flt .od IL) i
II k bo..d -

WY.,. Iof h4* I. f.0.. 2

NOIE$r . -fNc
.

}ut E?rC

WgMdbs) c'1#
L*.UthfL.
V.4.Yfty..,(IW.) 1*7

Ke...f. Sd.: 2 '

212



Pole#

(k W.** Th.}

Tp V.INy..o (IV) f
Edg. d.. 4N)

R.f.SId.

DlW. blt..d ØL
- 2

w_

Ip &cj4 PE

Th

losollofflog. -4

ThblIfflng.ü,o.t.2 Z7 z)
N.StWoOd d10m.fr 2 -

fl
Ioado.. from buft.od aft)
I. NUo. 10 bomd mg10o?
010.$ of ho10. 10 p10n? _4g

4 a

PUtt prc4 o çcP

DATgTEeTEo

TESTED 24

213



4
'c t.

PoIe# L STD

F M OIWI TEITW /

(rn

edg. dI.an. (k')
. ld.' 24 No.*f. 51d. 3

O.t..,o. fro be ..d (ft. -

o....(m.) / o:
f__ (_ 3

WtI! IiI /2' 5 )

Th11 S o4 ;& 154 :1
j Tos bg.mo2 : t5

H.,tweod.:

Lo.So, fro.' bdt .od lft) 7 Y
(.f.Ihs. is Ix.d

y... S of Niss is lolu.s pisn.? I

NOTES rt.&'t If
*_ /;tC

Tr st-- o po.s

4 8

G
8 4 4- 8-

Butt 'rc4 cf pot-c

214

I

H mm

, I

P1

ct

4t



PoIe# 1E
p u.

Thkkn.S..(lfl.) ':
WIgfrt (go.)

W.4: __2_]_1! '-

To4S.n -';

H..flwoOd di..n.. 0 0 (7

Loo.So.. froio froM .n (N):
to folio., tO bot.d..glo?:
if liON lf hoiliM in foihi., p1.0.? L_
NOTES: 4//

Thp :')

4' 0' 1$'

i)

3L4t OF pr'h'

DATE TESTED: 5 -0 5
OifER TESTED:

215

ckb,..N. tkU W.lgh4(ib.): 5O
B55
Tip- I VOtOdtfoo. lEfo): J'f4

EdQ. 0'.)

fro... b.m.od q



ft

44' t

PoIe# A

PV

4n.)

up,
Edg. d4.I. fh.)

R.LSld.1

fr. bo ..,d (*.
iii (44

ThIok... (k 4 '

D,y, i5
28 28

Tp14 S ef .H.g. k oo 2

K...lw.od dI,SI '4

ftths,
loSoo hO. b.41 .d (1t4

7tff.S.apfho..mf.Sw.

NOTE3

i'4 4

t ec pck

DATE TESTED: $ 4--
ORDER TESTED:

5

L*.gth fL): 41

PSM-*f. SM.: 2

4, 4__ , ;: y::T1T7
.-:

216

44f
p



Po(e# f//
P M.

N-
(k..)

BoM

P.r. Sad.: -

D...from b..fl...d (ft) 5/4
(k,.I i4 ii .

ThkInS.$ (Inj Sf 'S r.
W.tgM

w.t '34I (
ThI&$.rh , . '
Tht1 P of .mg. m oo 2 S

H..w.odd$am.ts. i t"

L$Oofrt*.odØt)
f.* lf bed foo?

If y*L P of hof.. ot.P.o. pf.oS?

NOTFS: N7H>
,//

DATE TE$TEDs

ORDEP IESTED: /19

W.1gfltØb.:
L.ffpth(ft):
V.Iodty.ØV,): 14-I. 5

M..,-.f. SId.: 2

217



ct

4c3

3rt

PoIe#
P M*

(m)

Tip, -

Edg. di.t. (b
Rs(.EId.

DI.W,e. In, b..ti.d nt):
'

n ' (4'AI 4 'I')w.i-
w.t -4 (
D.y

Toifdg +0 4 4 43)
T1ao2flng.hoo.E.r2 (-4 ,1)

i 2)

LoC.EO. irE butt.d (fL) '
I. Sth.* U b.*d ..gio..0?
P y.904 hoi. rn 2

lip erc of pck
c

r 4 t2- 1

(L\

Butt enc l pe

DATE TESTED,

ORDER TESTED /

W.l,i*(L.
LOSthL

Nen-.f S* I

218

r

V

II



6ft

411.

PoIe# DATE TESTEOr

OfiVE*TE$TED

Y.y
Edg. a. (k4

Rat $4d.r ..3 N0,.at Eld.

i .A;
ThId.,... m)
W.lq4ttg.,)

Wtr
.DT' ,rrl '.--n)

TIEoflng.
Thaoflg.nea..r -

(1% .

LoatlO4, bo. bati and (tL)r

W p... a at hal.. 4a t.Ikaa pl.n?r /
NOIRE:

219

1114
.. t-

-:1)

TiT±
r3 4

a (i-

Butt d i



co.n b. ..d Ø%. I

o.Y,

Los f,on. b*I 0d ItL)
I. MU..,. I., bo..d ,.go.,? j/4
Uy..#ofhoM. pU..?

NOIS (: JC) fl

Tip eoc ci poi

eC of poke

W.4gbt4Ib.)
1..,gU. fit):

fU

Non*. Rid.

220

PoIe# bATE TESTED

P M OROER TE$TED / fr



PM..
PoIe# fr?)A

ChoOndI,'.00. (1,,)
1,ott
Tip: 3))
R.f.SId.:

L + Li
6' 12' 8' 4' 4' 6

C C
BL:tt

8'

DATE TESTED: ç//,
00050 TESTED, k/0

W049111 (lb.):

10n511,IIL):
V.l004*yo.n. (*1.): ' It 5

4400.0.4 lId.:

221

O.4..,o.froo, bo..,d I4t
Dl. o,0(lo4
Thl.ko... (in): - -, .6

W.lght 1gm)
W04 fl
0.y: )4 ( 2'.

ro..lIoi.iog.:
Totpl 504 rIngs In 4on 2:
)$wlwood dl.m.4.:

10004400 0,00. bOO OOd (IL):
I. tol4.o Mo b0..d ..U400?: ,-"
It y... 5.41,04.. 1, Mo*o. p4...?: /
IIOTES: .... n., (.)

:,)j ?
ThJ O)'

( .$/



1 F t

SF

4 c

PoIe#
p. 34. 72

..)

T

Edg. dItnE M4

D.*omb..e...d(fL)

W&EM )

D..y I3t
S.f g$:

ToISofH,g.k.N2: ':

LSSs. b..N *.d (ft):
6.5d S5k,.?:

S y... S 4 h&.. k f.It.,s /
NOTES: 4':'s (T A+7

y

Tp

DAYS TESTED:

ORCER TE5TRC

57 ',

V.4sdty.o. ffV.)

N,n..f. S.f.: 2 '

t t DF po&

222

"IIl Hi
H4

I

G



Polo # 2 3 DATE TESTED: .i + 5

PM.. Z.J

Choiiinf...n. (hi)
Bi.tt Y/
Tip: .i /

Ed5 dS*f.no. (hi.)
Ro). Sid.:

Di. .fro.nboE.ndØL)
tin.): 11 f It /,. :

Thiouin... (hi.): 7. .' . 3/4)
W5h* o)

t
D,y i'' (t )

To),IIoiflng.: Li U
ToUt I of diiS* In nw. r Ji 14 .(/ T

)4ioodiS.in.i.: 4". 7. ( 'i ' ')

Loo.Se050.nbiiftSi.d(ft.): '
(.hidrn. In bOid 'plon?:
ity..,ioi ho).. In Intl... p).o.7:

4OTES:

Tp 4r1d 0+ oe

72'7t
4/ I

(:;f-)

ORDER 155150,

Wo)qht(i..): '/O
L.nih(fl.): j'( (I
V.4.olly. 4IUo) V.0

iIon.oV. Sid. 2*

223



224

PoIe# i DATE TSTED

p M.. 52, 3I ORDER TESTED $'/I

Irn) w. 4
B 36 /3 sgth (It)
Tip V.IdIyfb.)-.-

Eg. lIn$
I%.f. IId. No..-,*I. sId./

D4..fn,,,b..fl.,d(fL) r 14
DI.In(In) iD/4, //. 1i!.' -3.)
T)kI...(Inj £4(. 4/)
W.IEM )gn.)

w.* //(I 37L)
Dy/ 17z4

ThUI#oI.lnE.: i i
ToInIIi,g.fflo.t.,2' ic -3 (u
H..,tweod I (4 7 )

Ln.lIo., frn.n btt...d (It
Is f*iIn.s In bo..d lnn?
Ii yss, Eel lIsIss In Inli..,. pInn? L...

NOTES f4-' (i1) ,'te

Tip eric : pocc'



ft

PoI.# :
PM.

C.flfam,o. Un.)

Edq. dI.t..m.
*.t S).,

Daomc. from bofr..,d )ft
, ,4 (.../- "-

Thkkn.a*Un), Aq.
W.It4gm

W.4 .3)S

Tnn. ?4. .
I4...t.00d .lomis.,

from bAt.od (ft) ' 0
I.I.SOO)Obo..d.qo,? i4
If Y.L 0h0.. k f.I)o.. pI.o.?,

NOTES, M'. 0

- i -1

ip 'rl of pole

OAT! TSST1D

OfrDSRIESTEft /2]

w.I_
L.ngm (fLJ

)ooltymalfl1

8

0
B.t t

4

0
ec of poe

225



-.
4

HSod

ko. b..l* ..,d (ft
7-

fy... of hI.. R. fih. 7
NOTES K;6e17r /---

Of pote

226

PoIe# 2A DATh TE$1ED

P r 0R0*TES1EDr

(k.) W.ght (Ib.)
B..tt 3 L..gth(ftI -c'
IIW !+2IEd. d. ()

Dfl.frb.t.fld(ft) 3

T$Uk k.) -

W. gm)
w.t - -



PoIe# /// DTD 55O5
PN.

B..
Tip -

E4U.
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APPENDIX G. ANALYSIS OF TAPER EFFECT ON MOE

The taper will have an effect on the MOE for the pole given the moment

of inertia, I, will change as a function of the taper. Because MOE is a

secondary property and is not critical to our problem definition, the magnitude

of the effect was estimated to see if ignoring the taper effect caused a major

error in the computed MOE. This was accomplished by using the output from

a structural analysis program, SAP 2000. The error in MOE is estimated from

the ratio of maximum deflection in a uniform pole to a nonprismatic, tapered,

pole. The SAP model was a simply supported beam with asymmetric loading,

replicating the conditions of the testing procedure used for this study.

The difference in the computed maximum deflections was found to be

10 percent, where the cylindrical pole deflected 10 percent more than the

tapered pole. The analysis was run at two loadings and the ratio used for the

error estimate remained unchanged. Thus, the MOE calculated from the

cylindrical functions should be conservatively estimated. The error

intoruduecd is small and the taper can be neglected for purposes of

calculating MOE.

Table 4a. SAP 2000 properties for error estimate.

Butt diameter (in.) Tip diameter (in.) Max deflection (in.)
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Uniform 11.01 11.01 0.581

Taper 12.06 9.95 0.526



APPENDIX H. MODULUS OF ELASTICITY DATA

The dynamic and static modulus of elasticity (MOE) were calculated for

each pole and graphed. The dynamic MOE was obtained by using the

Director® manufactured by Fibregen on all of the test poles. The sound wave

was recorded and used to calculate the MOE by the following formula:

M0E=Cp (2a)

Where: c = velocity of sound wave measured (mis)

p = density of the pole assuming uniform taper (lbs/in3)

g = gravity (in2/s)

R2 = 0.5497 . ..

.

ç) çD'#1
P\. (i,. (.

Ct,. Ct,.

Dynamic MOE (psi)

Figure 15a. Dynamic MOE versus MOR.

The static MOE was calculated from the formula derived from the

moment-area method for a cylindrical, simply supported beam:

14236P
MOE psi

Ad4
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where: P = applied load (Ib)

A= displacement at maximum location, 7.5 ft from butt (in.)

d = diameter of po'e at measured maximum deflection (in.)

0

Figure 16a. Static MOE versus MOR.

Static MOE (psi)

Figure 17a. Dynamic MOE versus static MOE.
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However, both the dynamic and static MOE values seemed to be

influenced by the presence of the holes as evidenced in Fig. 17a. The

correlation coefficient increased for both static and dynamic MOE values when

the correlation for the control poles with no through-boring was compared to

the entire sample.
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APPENDIX I. COMPILATION OF DISK DATA

Table 5a. Disk data.
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Average
Diameter

(in.)

Average
Thickness

(in.)
Total #

MC (%) Rings

# Rings
in outer

2"

Heartwood
diameter

(in.)
%

Sapwood SG

IA 11.16 4.16 50.4 29.5 16.5 8.41 43.2 0.44

2B 11.22 1.78 37.9 27.5 15 8.97 36.1 0.38

3C 10.09 2.56 49.2 38.5 24 8.38 31.2 0.46

4D 10.88 3.75 64.1 28 15.5 7.81 48.4 0.43

5E 11.13 3.28 81.4 33.5 18 7.28 57.2 0.39

6A 11.00 3.41 73.1 29 15.5 7.78 50.0 0.38

7B 10.88 3.13 44.1 38 19.5 9.38 25.7 0.42

BC 10.94 2.81 87.1 25 13 6.00 69.9 0.44

9D 10.91 3.75 51.9 28.5 14 8.63 37.5 0.43

IOE 10.78 3.44 53.9 33 18 8.78 33.7 0.42

hA 11.44 3.66 52.8 33 17.5 8.50 44.8 0.41

12B 10.53 4.34 59.5 27 14 7.38 51.0 0.43

13C 10.97 2.41 40.2 32 24.5 9.19 29.8 0.38

14D 11.72 2.84 80.2 34.5 16.5 7.94 54.1 0.44

15E 10.88 2.94 70.1 30.5 17 7.63 50.8 0.43

16A 11.34 2.41 33.3 37.5 23 9.25 33.5 0.40

17B 12.00 3.13 65.7 28.5 12.5 7.88 56.9 0.43

18C 11.25 4.19 49.0 35 12.5 6.63 65.3 0.47

19D 11.09 2.72 70.1 25 13.5 7.44 55.1 0.35

20 E 11.22 3.56 51.1 35 18.5 9.13 33.8 0.40

21A 10.88 3.59 38.9 29.5 14.5 7.94 46.7 0.38

22 B 12.09 4.56 44.7 28 12 9.75 35.0 0.37

23 C 11.38 3.56 68.3 27 12.5 7.88 52.1 0.40

24 D 11.06 3.59 58.9 42.5 22 9.00 33.8 0.45

25 E 11.13 3.97 110.1 29 12.5 7.53 54.2 0.37

26 A 11.09 3.22 66.3 33 16.5 7.88 49.6 0.47

27 B 11.53 2.22 45.1 30 16 9.59 30.8 0.37
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28C 10.94 2.94 54.8 32.5 16 7.53 52.6 0.42

29D 10.78 1.94 70.2 38 19 7.78 47.9 0.42

30E 10.91 4.84 42.9 39 22.5 10.00 15.9 0.44

31A 10.84 3.28 62.7 39.5 19.5 8.16 43.4 0.43

32B 10.97 4.25 88.5 24 12.5 8.50 39.9 0.46

33C 10.88 2.03 41.6 28 14.5 8.50 38.9 0.40

34D 11.69 4.00 73.5 34 16.5 8.38 48.7 0.42

35E 10.91 4.38 41.1 40 22.5 10.13 13.8 0.44

36A 10.91 3.38 39.1 33 18 9.19 29.0 0.46

37B 10.72 3.19 55.4 39 22.5 8.25 40.8 0.43

38C 11.11 3.34 73.3 39 22.5 7.25 57.4 0.47

39D 10.84 4.31 63.2 28.5 13.5 8.22 42.6 0.42

40E 10.50 3.25 34.8 44.5 25 8.69 31.5 0.47

41A 10.75 4.04 36.0 51 30 9.75 17.7 0.47

42B 10.63 2.81 86.3 32 11.5 5.94 68.8 0.43

43C 10.63 2.75 51.3 34.5 18.5 8.69 33.1 0.41

44D 10.66 2.94 72.2 28 14.5 7.56 49.6 0.43

45E 10.56 2.38 45.4 51.5 26.5 8.88 29.4 0.49

46A 11.19 3.34 42.2 38 23.5 9.00 35.3 0.48

47B 11.00 4.18 59.7 30.5 16.5 7.31 55.8 0.48

48C 10.75 2.81 63.3 39.5 17.5 7.75 48.0 0.42

49D 11.38 3.38 48.7 33 16 9.00 37.4 0.44

50E 10.63 3.13 32.8 34 18 8.81 31.2 0.38

51A 10.88 4.13 46.2 35.5 18 8.69 36.2 0.48

52B 11.56 4.19 73.2 27 12.5 8.06 51.4 0.39

53C 11.19 3.06 57.4 38.5 16.5 8.75 38.8 0.46

54D 11.00 2.88 40.3 30 16 8.81 35.8 0.40

55E 11.81 3.47 58.0 29.5 13 7.69 57.6 0.50

56A 10.63 3.13 44.7 43 31 8.94 29.2 0.44

57B 10.50 2.22 42.7 26.5 14 5.50 72.6 0.43

58C 11.00 3.31 77.6 25 12.5 7.44 54.3 0.41

59D 10.94 2.56 68.8 27 14 8.03 46.1 0.36

60E 11.47 4.50 86.0 24 11.5 7.06 62.1 0.42
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61A 10.75 3.97 77.4 38 16.5 6.97 58.0 0.40

62B 11.44 2.63 38.8 38.5 21.5 8.38 46.4 0.40

63C 11.03 3.00 56.5 35.5 19.5 7.31 56.1 0.47

64D 11.09 2.72 46.4 42 22.5 8.75 37.8 0.44

65E 11.06 3.25 62.3 38 15 7.88 49.3 0.46

66A 11.00 2.69 41.2 43 29 9.19 30.2 0.44

67B 10.56 3.44 63.5 36 18 7.63 47.9 0.47

68C 10.88 3.59 74.8 32 16.5 6.97 58.9 0.40

69D 10.50 2.94 55.1 24.5 12 7.00 55.6 0.44

70E 11.38 2.63 53.1 34.5 21 9.22 34.3 0.45

71A 11.00 3.25 56.2 33 15.5 8.69 37.6 0.42

72B 10.69 2.63 63.2 39 24.5 8.00 44.0 0.43

73C 10.50 4.38 33.0 34 18.5 8.88 28.6 0.45

74D 10.75 2.75 63.4 38.5 20 7.88 46.3 0.44

75E 11.28 5.53 43.1 30.5 18 9.44 30.0 0.36

76A 11.63 2.94 44.7 30.5 16.5 9.44 34.1 0.40

77B 11.13 2.25 60.2 23 12 8.13 46.7 0.39

78C 10.50 2.44 41.8 28.5 14 7.81 44.6 0.43

79D 11.06 3.06 74.0 24 12 6.88 61.4 0.49

80E 11.25 2.88 51.3 36 17 8.50 42.9 0.48

81A 10.75 2.81 34.9 35 15 6.69 61.3 0.45

82B 10.50 3.31 34.5 35.5 23 8.31 37.3 0.40

83C 10.81 2.31 33.4 33.5 20.5 8.44 39.1 0.46

84D 11.19 2.81 42.0 29 16.5 8.38 44.0 0.39

85E 11.25 2.38 43.9 27.5 14.5 7.31 57.8 0.39

86A 10.75 2.81 52.6 30 16 7.63 49.7 0.47

87B 11.63 2.63 47.1 22.5 9.5 8.13 51.2 0.41

88C 10.38 5.53 46.7 31 14.5 7.69 45.1 0.44

89D 10.88 2.63 51.0 40.5 24 8.44 39.8 0.45

90E 11.16 2.38 52.3 44.5 20.5 8.50 42.0 0.42

91A 10.81 3.38 44.5 31 16.5 7.81 47.8 0.38

92B 10.75 2.81 36.1 29 12 7.75 48.0 0.43

93C 11.06 2.44 55.5 27 14 8.75 37.4 0.41
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94D 11.00 2.88 31.6 27 14 9.19 30.2 0.40

95E 10.88 3.19 94.2 30.5 15 8.50 38.9 0.33

96A 11.58 2.78 38.5 32 14.5 8.56 45.3 0.37

97B 11.28 3.03 49.7 40.5 18.5 9.63 27.2 0.47

98C 11.19 2.84 44.8 33.5 15 8.38 44.0 0.43

99D 11.34 2.88 47.2 32 16.5 6.69 65.2 0.41

IOOE 11.31 3.22 64.1 23 12.5 8.38 45.2 0.40

101A 11.19 3.00 38.5 33.5 17.5 9.00 35.3 0.46

102B 10.75 2.50 67.8 34 13.5 6.50 63.4 0.44

103C 11.66 2.69 36.8 40.5 25 9.81 29.1 0.43

104D 10.44 2.38 44.7 38 19.5 8.44 34.7 0.42

lOSE 11.13 4.06 34.0 30 15 8.44 42.5 0.43

106A 10.69 2.38 61.0 35 17 6.94 57.9 0.44

107B 11.69 2.34 60.0 26 14.5 8.94 41.5 0.40

108C 10.63 2.66 59.9 26 13.5 7.81 45.9 0.40

109D 10.75 2.94 56.4 31 18 8.06 43.8 0.39

hOE 11.13 3.50 58.5 28 16.5 8.38 43.3 0.43

lilA 10.69 2.44 46.6 34 18.5 8.50 36.7 0.42

112B 11.38 2.50 50.8 28.5 16 8.56 43.3 0.45

113C 11.00 2.75 44.4 42.5 25.5 9.19 30.2 0.50

114D 10.56 2.41 48.3 27.5 14.5 7.88 44.4 0.41

uSE 10.69 3.38 53.0 31.5 16.5 8.13 42.2 0.38

116A 10.88 2.44 44.2 28 15.5 9.06 30.6 0.43

117B 11.31 5.31 41.4 26.5 12.5 8.56 42.7 0.43

118C 10.94 3.31 49.6 41 20.5 8.44 40.5 0.50

119D 10.28 3.22 40.7 37.5 18.5 7.69 44.1 0.46

120E 11.56 3.38 54.7 26 12.5 7.56 57.2 0.39

121A 11.31 3.63 41.6 27.5 13.5 7.50 56.0 0.40

122B 11.16 2.91 52.6 29.5 15.5 8.69 39.4 0.41

123C 11.31 2.38 63.9 29 16.5 8.38 45.2 0.45

124D 10.94 2.72 51.3 28 14 7.00 59.0 0.41

125E 12.06 2.44 68.1 25.5 12.5 8.36 52.0 0.43

126A 10.88 2.84 33.2 25.5 13.5 9.88 17.5 0.38



Table 6a. Summary of disk data.

MC Total # # Rings Heartwood Sapwood
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127B 10.88 2.69 32.8 24.5 15.5 9.44 24.7 0.40

128C 10.88 2.69 36.8 31 16 9.25 27.7 0.40

129D 10.75 2.56 63.2 27.5 15 7.75 48.0 0.40

130E NOT TESTED

131A 11.56 2.31 65.7 27.5 13 8.63 44.4 0.38

132B 11.25 2.44 55.9 31.5 14.5 8.69 40.4 0.45

133C 11.94 2.88 35.2 28 15 9.75 33.3 0.37

134D 10.94 2.91 56.6 37.5 21 7.63 51.4 0.47

135E 11.06 2.69 45.1 27 13 8.94 34.7 0.43

136A 11.00 2.63 68.3 34.5 17.5 7.88 48.7 0.43

137B 10.78 3.38 52.4 43 22.5 7.94 45.8 0.51

138C 11.19 3.25 70.0 25 12 7.63 53.5 0.39

1390 11.13 3.50 70.1 28.5 14 7.44 55.3 0.45

140E 11.94 2.81 77.8 32.5 16 8.94 43.9 0.35

(%) Rings in outer 2" Diameter (%) SG

AVG 54.40 32.51 16.94 8.23 43.70 0.43

MIN 31.56 22.50 9.50 5.50 13.81 0.33

MAX 110.11 51.50 31.00 10.13 72.56 0.51



APPENDIX J. COMPILATION OF POLE TEST DATA

Table 7a. Pole test data.
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Weight
(lb.)

Circumference
(in.)

Edge
distance

(in.)
Pfailure MORa
(kips) (psi)

MOE (psi)
Failure
ModebB ttU T I R e,.

Non-
ref. Dynamic Static

1 A 490 37 32 2.25 2 38.7 6582 1.65E+05 2.33E+06 t+c
2 B 430 38.5 30.25 1.75 2.125 33.2 5434 1.60E+05 1.67E+06 t+s
3 C 540 36 31 1.5 2 32.9 6183 2.08E+05 2.38E+06 t+c
4 D 594 35.5 32.5 2.25 2.5 32.7 6090 1.91E+05 2.03E+06 t+s
5 E 618 41 31.25 39.9 5473 1.65E+05 1.71E+06 t+s
6A 536 41 33.75 2.5 2 37.3 6305 1.6OEi-05 1.96E+06 t
7 B 505 37 30.5 2 1.5 36.9 6201 2.08E+05 2.46E+06 t+s
8 C 620 34 31 2 1.875 30.1 6491 1.87E+05 2.36E+06 t
9 D 496 35.5 31 2.375 2.5 34.4 6648 1.93E+05 2.82E+06 s

10 E 498 35.5 29.5 40 7989 2.21E+05 2.74E+06 B

11 A 580 35.5 32 2 1.75 44 8356 2.29E+05 2.74E+06 t+s+c
12 B 486 34 31 1.75 3 35.8 7675 1.98E+05 2.36Ei-06 t+s+c
13C 440 34.5 31 1.75 1.5 30.2 6212 1.97E+05 2.23E+06 s
14D 698 37.5 32 2.25 3.25 39 6619 2.02E+05 1.96E-'-06 t
15 E 592 35 30 39.7 8060 2.17E+05 2.38E+06 t+s
16 A 532 34.5 32.5 2 2.25 47.5 9367 2.36E+05 2.35E+06 t
17 B 730 39 34 1.375 2.375 49.05 7240 1.89E+05 2.80E+06 t+s+c
18C 580 34.25 34 2 1.75 37 7139 1.90E+05 2.08E+06 s+c
19D 470 36.5 30.5 1.5 2.75 23.24 4104 1.49E+05 1.71E+06
20 E 568 37 31 38.89 7044 1.92E+05 2.32E+06 t+s
21 A 472 36 33.5 2.5 2.25 36.1 6385 1.66E+05 2.08E+06 t
22 B 546 39 32 1.75 2.5 42.6 6637 1.74E+05 2.36E+06
23 C 554 36.5 31.5 1.75 2 32.6 5659 1.95E+05 2.05E+06 t
24 D 640 38 34 1.75 1.375 37.02 5724 2.l8Ei-05 2.30E+06 t+s
25 E 604 35.5 31.25 36.8 6988 1.79E+05 1.60E+06 t+c
26 A 630 35 33.5 2.25 2.25 44.5 8316 2.28E+05 2.75E+06 t+s
27 B 526 39 32.5 2 2.25 37.7 5872 1.65E+05 1.69E+06 t+s
28 C 563 36 31.5 1.75 1.75 35.37 6529 2.12E+05 2.50E+06 t+s
29 0 588 35 32 2.25 2.5 33.66 6587 2.07E+05 2.IOE+06 t+s+c
30 E 514 37.5 30.75 43.44 7324 2.19E+05 2.17E+06 t+c
31 A 608 37.5 32 2 2.125 47.66 8031 2.21E+05 2.38E+06 t
328 564 36 31.5 2 1.375 42.7 7881 1.96E+05 2.52E+06 t
33 C 505 35.5 32.5 2 1.375 34.2 5873 2.OIE+05 2.35E+06 t+c
34 D 682 37 32.5 2 2 37.18 6229 2.03E05 2.75E+06 t+c
35 E 532 36 33.5 45.6 8074 2.18E+05 3.06E-06 t+c
36 A 518 37 34 2.5 2 32.2 5195 1.90E+05 1.66E+06 t+c
37 B 560 34.5 32 2 1.375 34.33 6860 1.93E+05 2.49E+06 t+s
38 C 680 35.5 32 1.625 1.75 38.08 7178 2.38E+05 2.54E+06 s
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39 D 570 35.5 32 2 2.5 31.9 6013 1.98E+05 2.35E+06 t+s+c
40E 494 32 31.5 42.3 10046 2.66E+05 3.71E+06 t

41 A 516 37 33.5 2 2.25 43.8 7283 2.30E+05 2.33E+06 t+c
42 B 568 35 30 2 1.75 38.2 7991 1.95E1-05 2.35E+06 t

43 C 512 36 32 2 2.25 32.9 6123 1.85E+05 2.28E+06 t+s
44 D 601 36.5 31 1.875 3.25 35.5 6648 1.92E+05 2.33E+06 t

45 E 542 35 32 43.1 8338 2.29E+05 2.20E+06 t+c
46A 600 36.5 33.5 1.875 2.25 49.8 8360 2.33E+05 2.71E+06 t+c
47 B 588 36.5 32 2 2.875 35 6143 2.12E+05 2.27E+06 t+s+c
48C 556 35 32 1.5 1.75 33.8 6641 1.94E+05 2.17E+06 t
49 D 546 35.5 32 1.75 2 39.7 7480 2.08E+05 2.72E+06 t+s+c
50 E 428 35.5 30 37.6 7520 2.02E1-05 2.47E+06 t

51 A 558 35 32 2 2.25 40.8 7911 2.16E+05 2.52Ei-06 t
52 B 598 38 32.5 1.5 3.75 38 6149 1.66E05 1.87E+06 t+s
53 C 586 37.5 32 2.25 2.25 45.1 7515 2.13E+05 2.37E+06 t+c
54 0 497 38.5 31 2 1.75 31.3 4799 1.87E+05 2.IOE+06 t+s
55 E 728 39 33.5 56.8 8546 2.15E05 2.58E+06 t+s+c
56 A 452 35 29.5 2 2.25 33.8 6957 2.00E+05 2.32E+06 t
57 B 538 35 31.5 2 3 38 7584 2.08E+05 2.32E+06 t+s
58 C 618 38.5 30.5 1.5 3.5 34.3 5830 1.78E+05 1.80E4-06 t
590 522 36 32 1.375 1.5 30.1 5390 1.80E+05 2.19E+06 t+s+c
60E 668 38.5 31 33.1 5489 1.71E1-05 1.70E+06 t
61 A 567 35 31 1.75 2.5 34.2 6912 1.83E+05 2.23E+06 B

62 B 510 36 33.5 2 3 39.6 6964 1.99E+05 2.48E+06 t+s
63 C 593 34.5 33 1.5 2.5 35.1 6926 2.12E+05 2.54E+06 t+s+c
64 D 538 35.5 33 2 3.375 35.4 6446 2.IIE+05 2.85E+06 t+s+c
65 E 622 35 31.5 53.2 10618 2.50E+05 3.23E+06 t
66A 542 36.5 31.5 2.25 2 41.1 7582 2.15E+05 2.93E+06 t+c
67 B 588 37 31 2.5 2 40.2 7111 1.91E+05 1.98E+06 t
68 C 566 35.5 30.5 1.25 2.25 30 5730 1.94E+05 2.23E+06 t+s+c
69 D 558 36 31.5 2.25 2.875 32.5 6134 1.99E+05 2.04E+06 s+c
70 E 584 35.5 32 42.6 7958 1.98E+05 2.76E-'-06 C

71 A 560 35 31.5 2 2.5 43.1 8389 2.02E+05 2.53E+06 t
72 B 546 35.5 31 2.75 2.75 33.3 6417 2.08E1-05 2.43E+06 t
73 C 482 34.5 30 1.75 2 38.2 8252 2.17E+05 2.35E+06 t+s+c
74 D 552 35 31 1.5 3.25 32.2 6422 2.08E+05 2.5OEi-06 t
75 E 445 37.5 33 33.7 4983 1.57E+05 1.46E+06 t+c
76 A 538 37 33 44.7 7452 1 .29E+05 2.69E+06 s+c
77 B 570 38.5 32 2.5 1.5 37.7 5839 1.84E+05 2.03E+06 t+s
78C 444 35 30 1.5 2.125 29 5893 1.99E1-05 2.09E+06 t
79 D 650 37.5 43.5 1.25 2.25 32.1 5425 1.63E+05 1.91E+06 t
80 E 614 36.5 33.5 48.9 8328 2.43E+05 3.06E+06 t+c
81 A 476 36 32 1.5 2.5 37.7 6972 2.19E+05 2.54E+06 t
82 B 412 34 31.5 2.5 1.75 31.3 6560 1.91E+05 2.08E1-06 s+c
83 C 462 34.5 31.5 2 1.625 33.4 6700 2.13E+05 2.66E+06 t
840 476 36 32 1.625 2 32.8 6116 1.74E+05 2.53E+06 t

85 E 517 37 32.5 38.2 6515 1.77E+05 2.09E06 t

86 A 534 36 32 2.25 2.5 40.1 7247 2.03E+05 2.49E+06 t+s
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87B 556 39 32.5 2 2 42.3 6447 1.84E+05 2.12E+06 t+s
88C 496 35 31 1.625 2.625 35.1 7110 1.97E+05 1.87E+06 t+s
89 D 550 36.5 31.5 1.75 1.875 38.3 6884 2.28E+05 3.15E+06 t+s
90E 562 35.5 33 44 8096 2.IOE+05 2.51E+06 t+c
91 A 448 35.5 31.5 2 2 35.9 6859 1.80E+05 2.14E+06 t+s+c
92 B 464 36 31 2 2.5 34.2 5992 1.98E+05 2.20E+06 t+s
93 C 514 35.5 30.5 2.25 2.25 33.8 6627 1.98E+05 2.50E+06 t+s
94 D 490 38 32 2.625 2.25 37.9 6289 1.89E+05 1.96E+06 B

95 E 522 37.5 31.5 43.6 7428 1.98E+05 2.15E+06 t
96 A 497 39 32.5 2.125 3.125 45.7 6934 1.79E+05 2.73E+06 t+s
97 B 576 36.5 32.5 2 2.375 48.1 8425 2.28E+05 2.73E+06 S

98 C 507 36.5 31.5 2 1.875 35.1 6304 2.13E+05 2.56E+06 t+s+c
99D 542 36.5 31.5 1.75 1.75 34.1 5975 1.96E+05 2.56E+06 t+s

IOOE 608 37 33.5 38 5681 1.81E+05 2.40E+06 t
101 A 529 36.5 33 2 2.25 46.5 7977 2.1OE+05 2.61E+06 t+s
102 B 594 37 32.5 2 2.5 39.8 6894 1.95E+05 2.14E+06 t+s
103 C 544 35 32.5 2 2 40.6 7791 2.42E+05 3.22E+06 t
104D 447 34 29 1.75 2.5 29 6364 2.OIE+05 2.58E+06 t+s
105 E 465 36.5 31.5 44 7939 2.00E+05 2.70E+06 t
106 A 575 35.5 30.5 2 2.25 38.2 7351 2.18E+05 2.54E+06 t
107 B 569 37 33 2 1.75 45.2 7479 1.84E+05 2.67E+06 s+c
108 C 540 35.5 31.5 2 3.25 32.8 6359 1.66E+05 2.00E+06 t
109D 530 35 30 2.25 3 31.9 6344 1.95E+05 2.20E+06 t+s
110 E 568 36.5 32 39.3 6897 1.87E1-05 2.19E+06 t
111 A 509 37 31 2.25 2.5 38.9 6985 1.93E+05 2.77E+06 t+s
112 B 594 38 33 1.75 2.25 42.3 6546 2.03E+05 2.27E+06 t
113 C 581 36 33 2 1.5 43.7 7785 2.14E+05 2.45E+06 t+s
114D 494 36.5 30 2.25 3 33.1 6412 1.82E+05 2.20E+06 s

uSE 509 36.5 31 36.4 6220 1.84E+05 1.82E+06 t
116A 529 36 32.5 2 2 35.9 6389 1.95E+05 2.36E+06
117B 528 37 31 2 2 39 6908 1.94E+05 2.38E+06 t+s
118 C 603 35.5 32.5 1.75 1.75 40.1 7456 2.39E+05 2.75E+06 t+s
119 D 513 37 31 2.25 2.5 31.6 5591 2.02E+05 1.85E+06 t+s
120 E 564 38 31.5 40.6 8096 1.88E+05 2.78E+06 t
121 A 515 38.5 32.5 2.25 2.75 41.2 6229 1.79E+05 2.02E+06 t+s
122 B 525 36.5 32 2.5 2.5 36.6 6607 1.80E+05 2.43E+06 t+s
123 C 610 36.5 32.5 2.25 2.25 37.2 6579 1.88E+05 2.04E+06 t+s
124 D 505 36.5 31 2.25 2.25 32.9 5981 1.72E+05 2.00E+06 t
125E 626 40 33 41.7 6022 1.69E+05 2.14E+06 t+s
126 A 433 36 31 2.25 2.5 37.6 7002 1.55E+05 1.75E+06 B

127 B 434 35.5 32 2.25 2.25 33.4 6356 1.72E+05 2.IOE+06 t
128 C 475 38.5 32.5 1.375 2.25 32.4 5094 1.48E05 1.49E+06 t+s+c
129 D 508 36 32 2 3.25 32.4 5823 1.76E+05 2.06E+06 s

130 E NOT TESTED
131 A 569 37.5 32.5 1.75 2.5 40 5686 1.89E+05 2.36E+06 t+s
132 B 618 37 32.5 2 2.75 45.6 7729 2.17E+05 2.36E+06 t+s
133 C 508 40 33.5 1.5 3.25 38.9 5497 1.53E+05 2.IIE+06 t
134 0 522 34 32.5 2 3 32.9 6713 2.00E+05 2.77E+06 t+s



135E 481 37.5 31 40.1 6784 1.64E+05 1.93E+06 t
136 A 596 37 32 2 2.375 39.5 6777 1.83E+05 2.13E+06 t
137 B 602 35.5 32.5 2 2.5 43.4 8147 2.51E+05 3.00E+06 t+s
138C 595 37 31 2 2 34.1 6039 1.91E+05 2.26E+06 t+s
139 D 634 35 31 2 3.75 40.1 7993 2.04E+05 2.75E+06 t+s
140E 621 39 33.5 41.2 6076 1.54E+05 2.00E+06 t

a MOR based on solid section cross-sectional area
b Failure code: t = tension, s = shear, c = compression, B = brash

Table 8a. Summary pole test data.

Circumference Clear edge
(in.) distance (in.) MOE (psi)

Weight Ref Non-Ref Piajiure MOR
(Ibs) Butt Tip side side (kips) (psi) Dynamic Static

AVG 547 36 32 1.97 2.31 38 6829 1.96E+05 2.34E+06

MIN 412 32 29 1.25 1.375 23.24 4104 1.29E+05 1.46E+06

MAX 730 41 43.5 2.75 3.75 56.8 10618 2.66E+05 3.71E+06
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APPENDIX K. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Results of statistical analysis on the test data as performed in SPSS for

Windows, version 13. The treatment group's variable assignment is:

A = 1/4-in, hole D = 1-in, hole

B = 1/2-in, hole E = no hole

C = 3/4-in, hole

Table 9a. One-way ANOVA results.

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square

F Sig.

254

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

25086408

115610173

140696580

4

134

138

6271602

862762

7.3 .00002



Table lOa. Tukey Honestly Significant Differences results.

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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Mean
95% Confidence

Interval
(I) (J) Difference Std. Lower Upper

Groups Groups (l-J) Error Sig. Bound Bound
E A 146.2 250.5 .977 -547 839

B 492.8 250.5 .288 -200 1186

C 798.9* 250.5 .015 106 1492

D 1165.8* 250.5 .000 473 1859

A E -146.2 250.5 .977 -839 547

B 346.5 248.2 .631 -340 1033

C 652.7 248.2 .071 -34 1339

D 1019.6* 248.2 .001 333 1706

B E -492.8 250.5 .288 -1186 200

A -346.5 248.2 .631 -1033 340

C 306.2 248.2 .732 -380 993

D 673.0 248.2 .058 -13 1360

C E 798.9* 250.5 .015 -1492 -106

A -652.7 248.2 .071 -1339 34

B -306.2 248.2 .732 -993 380

D 366.9 248.2 .579 -320 1053

D E 1165.8* 250.5 .000 -1859 -473

A 1019.6* 248.2 .001 -1706 -333

B -673.0 248.2 .058 -1360 13

C -366.9 248.2 .579 -1053 320



Table I Ia. One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test results.

a Test distribution is normal.
b Calculated from data.
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Treatment Group

N

E

27

A

28

B

28

C

28

D

28

Normal Mean 7353 7207 6860 6554 6187

Std. Dev. 1332 913 774 766 746

Absolute .119 .125 .114 .103 .138
Most Extreme

Differences Positive .119 .125 .114 .103 .133

Negative -.114 -.071 -.075 -.059 -.138

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .616 .659 .601 .545 .730

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .842 .778 .863 .927 .660



APPENDIX L. POLE DESIGN CHECK

An engineering analysis was performed to assess the design loads on a

typical in-service pole. Specifically, the combination of vertical and horizontal

loads were estimated to examine if the axial loads are relatively small

compared to the lateral wind loads. The design estimate showed that bending

stresses dominate the pole design.
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Figure 19a. Sample pole design calculation.
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